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THE DEBATE ~ERIE~

The Debate Series was held to give participants the
opportunity to take part in provocative discussion about
key issues in the sector.

The Debate Series included

Debate Series 1 : Water Sector Reforms Explained
Community Participation in the

Management )f Rural/Pen Urban
Water Use.

Debate Series 2 - Participation ii the Context of
Commercial U ilities

Ownership Iss ies in Rural Water
Supply

Debate Series 3 : On-Site Sanit~tion in Pen-Urban
Settlements

Volunteer lnvclvement in the Sector -

Development or Dependency?

Debate Series 4 - Community Ccntribution in Rural
Sanitation

Intergrating Commericialisation and
Community Participation in Per-Urban

Water Supplies

Debate Series 5: Know WHAT you are doing and How
you should do i~:The need for Parallel
Investment in R~searchand Training

CommercialisatiDn and Community
Participation - C )mplimentary and
Contradictory

Debate Series 6 : WASHE: Integrating Health Sector

The Role of GIS in Commerical and

Community Based Water Supplies

Presented and moderators by key facilitators in the sector
the debates were of an extremely ugh standard.
This section contains all the paper; that were presented.
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DEBATE ~ERIE~: 1
TITLE : Water Sector Reforms: Explained
DATE : 15th May 1996
TIME: 15.15 to 16.45 hrs
VENUE: Room 1
ABSTRACT:

This paper attempts to explain the water sector reforms in
Zambia. The processes followed various options and
considered Government policy on commercialisation,
decentralisation and cash recovery for both urban and
rural water supply

1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Zambian Water Supply and Sanitation Sector is being
re-organised. This is in recognition that the sector is
unable to meet its service delivery obligations resulting
from general under financing and lack of qualified and
experienced personnel

The Government of the Republic of Zambia (GRZ) has
recognised that ultimately local authorities need to be able
to provide local services, and that delivery effectiveness
depends not only on technical competence but also on
cost recovery and financial viability. Because this
conclusion applies not only to water supply and sanitation,
GRZ is implementing a general policy of decentralisation
and devolution of responsibility to local authorities.
Presently, despite GRZ decentralisation policies the
sector depends heavily on central Government for two
reasons:

i Over time, councils have come to depend heavily on
central Government financial support for all of their
activities, and so the GRZ decentralisation policies have
not yet had a significant impact.

ii Water and Sanitation assets have deteriorated so badly
over the years as-a result of neglect that officials presentty
responsible for the service are unable to restore them to
even a semblance of adequacy. Revenues from the
provision of the services are therefore minimal and totally
inadequate to operate and maintenance of the facilities

Improving the existing situation in conformity with GRZ
commitments to enable councils to assume their proper

The Organisation:
Water Sector Pevelopment
group is the secretariat to
the F’rodram~iieCo-ordina
troti Unit (t’CU) estaE’Iished
~ythe Zamb’ian
Government in 1S9~.The
specific ohjectrve of the
F’CU is to make recomencla
tions to the Government ot-i
the restructuring of
the water sector and over
see their implementation.

ret/Fax No: 226941/2, 226904
~mail:wsdg~zamnet zm

Address F’I~’ag291X
Riclgeway. Lusaka,
11th floor, lrideco House,
Cairo Road, Lusaka.

AbstractS
This paper attempts to
explain the water sector
reforms in ZamE’ia The
processes followed various
options and considered
Government policy on
commercialrsatiori,
cleceritralisation and cash
recovery for E’oth urban and
rural water supply
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role in the provision of service~requires optimising the
use of scarce financial and hurian resources. This implies
a shift of responsibility to the councils, and a co-operative
effort of councils to share the scarce resources for the
benefit of all. It is clear that hurian resources are not
available to provide each couni~ilwith its own competent
professional staff. A method has to be found which both
respects councils’ responsibiliti ~sdelegated to them by
GRZ and gives them access to staff resources

GRZ has decided to examine a id address the above
One of them is to address the need to reduce the often
conflicting responsibilities for th~sector of various
ministries and agencies and del ermine what structural
and policy changes would makE the sector more effective.

This paper presents some insights into the Water Sector
reforms, necessary for the sectcr to reach sustainability
and efficiency in service.

20 BACK GROUND TO THE REFC’RM~
~ince as far back as 1976 the C )vernment of Zamb’ia has
been attempting to divorce the eecutive (operational)
responsibilities of the Water Sup Dly and Sanitation Sector
from Water Resources Management. In the Third National
Development Plan (1979-1983) i was proposed that a
National Water Authority be crea.ed to operate and
manage the Water Supply and S ~weragein the country
Regional Water Authorities were to be created to manage
Zambia’s water resources.

Subsequently a number of studie; were undertaken
regarding improvement of the seitor but little has solar
been achieved in improving it.

The previous administration regrettably chose not to
implement the almost unanimous recommendations for
sector improvements. Not surprisingly, the sector is in
disarray, unable to provide its customers with an
adequate supply of safe water and appropriate sanitation
facilities. Today there is almost nc town in Zambia with an
assured 24 hours water supply. This is evidenced by the
daily reports of water shortages in some part of the
country in the local press.

2.1 THE PROGRAMME CO-ORDINAl ION UNIT(PCU)

Aware that without rapid improverrients in all social
services the citizens of Zambia calinot become productive
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members of society and will be unable to improve their
standard of living, the Government has initiated major
efforts to overcome past neglect and promote
improvements. Recognising the need to achieve
long-term improvements in the sector’s performance, and
to improve the sector’s attractiveness for foreign
investments, the Government created an inter ministerial
committee, the “Programme Co-ordination Unit” (PCU).

The PCU was established on 8th March 1993 by the
Zambian Government. The main objective of the PCU is
to make recommendations to Government on the
reorganisation of the water supply and sanitation sector in
Zambia. The tasks of the PCU were defined as follows:

I Recommend policy reforms of water supply and
sanitation sector.

2 Define the responsibilities of ministries and other
organisations in the water supply and sanitation sector.

3 Determine and recommend nèce~saryreforms and
reorganisation of the sector.

4 Propose the creation of a framework for planning,
development, operation and maintenance of the
infrastructure in the water supply and sanitation sector
which will encourage and optimise donor support.

5 Make proposals for reforming and strengthening of
various institutions with a responsibility for water supply
and sanitation services.

For administrative purposes the PCU reports to the
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Energy and Water
Development. Thus for all intents the PCU operates
independently, but reports to government for approval of
various recommendations through MEWD The PCU is
chaired by the Permanent Secretary of MEWD and the
secretariat is the Water Supply and Sanitation Sector
Development Group(WSDG). -

2.1.1 Compo~ifion of PCU

PCU comprises of representatives from the following
institutions.

• Ministry of Energy and Water Development (MEWD)

• Ministry of Local Government and Housing (MLGH)

ZAMBIA NATIONAL WATER AND 9ANITATION FAIR ‘96 5
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• National Commission for De~elopmentPlanning (NCDP)

• Ministry of Health (MOH)

• Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources (MENR)

• Environmental Council of Zaribia (ECZ)

• National Council for Scientific Research (NCSR)

• Ministry of Works and Supply (MWS)

• Ministry of Agriculture, Food kind Fisheries (MAFF).

The PCU is composed of members who have full time
responsibilities in their respecti’~egovernment ministries
and departments. A substantial amount of technical,
financial, organisational and maiagement planning and
preparatory work is required to re-organise the sector and
to advise on policy reforms

The Water Supply and Sanitatioi Sector Development
Group (WSDG) was created as he secretariat to
undertake this work under the direction of the PCU. This
was preced~dby a consultancy team which prepared the
work plan ofthe WSDG and drated the Sector Principles
which were adopted by PCU and forwarded to Cabinet for
approval.
The WSDG started its work on the 1 February 1994.

2.2 OVERALL GOAL FOR THE WA ‘ER 9UPPLY AND

9ANITATION SECTOR

Zambia’s water supply and sanit ~tion policies and
strategies are aimed at improvin~j the quality of life and
productivity of all people by ens~ring an equitable
provision of an adequate quantitir and quality of water to
all competing user groups and s~initationservices to all, at
acceptable cost, on a sustainablo basis.

3.0 EXIGTING GITUATION

Deficiencies in water and sanitation are a significant and
growing problem, substantially IoNerlng the quality of life
for many people and creating dangerous health hazards.
High morbidity and mortality frorr diarrhoeal diseases and
parasitic infections are particularlj critical in densely
populated squatter compounds. - he consequences can
be devastating, as illustrated by tie recent out break of
cholera in various parts of the country.

Accessibility to adequate and saf 3 drinking water supply
among the Zambian people is very low.
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3.1 MANAGEMENT OF THE WATER AND GANITATION

~CHEME~

Currently Operation and Management of the Water
Supply Schemes is in mainly two Government wings The
Department of Water Affairs in the Ministry of Energy and
Water Development runs and maintains about 46 mainly
rural District centre schemes. Until October 1993 what
ever revenue was collected in the even remotest district
centre had to be forwarded to the Government treasury.
Operational and Maintenance costs had to come from the
Headquarters. The Ministry of Local Government and
Housing has been responsible for 22 mainly Municipal
and City Councils including some smaller councils like
Mbala, Mpika, Monze. There are two water companies
responsible for Water Supply and Sewerage and these
are Lusaka Water and Sewerage Company for Lusakacity Council and Chipata Water and Sewerage Company
for Chipata Municipal Council.

4.0 PROPO9ED INGTITUTIONAI REFORMS
4.1 POLICY

In November 1994, the Government adopted a forward
looking National Water Policy that spells out priorities for
the contribution of the Water Sector to the overall
economic development of our country The main aim of
the policy document is to promote holistic management
approach that will result in the restoration of customer
confidence in the water and sanitation sector. During the
same time the Government adopted new institutional
framework that will ensure effective and efficient service
delivery systems

4.2 GECTOR PRINCIPLE9

In order to arrive at these changes the Government first
adopted what have been termed as the Seven Sector
principles,. The principles served as a basis for the
proposed restructuring. These basic principles which are
the foundation of success in the efficient provision of
water supply and sanitation services are.

Based onthe above sector principles, Government in
November 1994 decided to restructure the Water Supply
and Sanitation in the following manner:

i The Programme Co-ordination Unit (PCU) will be
transformed into a statutory body to be called National
Water and Sanitation Council (NWASCO) to perform the
required regulatory functions. NWASCO will be

The seven sector principles.

1.Separation of water re
source management from
water supply sanitation.

2.Separation of regulatory
and executive functions.

~ ~evo!ution of authority to
local authorities and private
enterprises.

4.Full cost recovery ri the
long run

5. Human resources develop
ment leading to more
effective institutions.

6.Technology appropriate to
local conditions.

7 Increased Government
priority and budgetary
allocation to the sector.

ZAMBIA NATIONAL WATER AND SANITATION FAIR ‘96 7
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responsible to the Ministry of E uergy and Water
Development.

ii The executive (operational) ft nctions of water supply
and sanitation currently undert~ken by the Department of
Water Affairs of the Ministry of lEnergy and Water
Development and the Buildings Department of the
Ministry of Works and Supply respectively will be
transferred to the Local Authorities under the overall
supervision of the Ministry of Local Government and
Housing (MLGH). To assist the _ocal Authorities with the
water supply and sanitation service delivery obligation
they should form commercially ~iablewater utilities. A
number of councils could either ~ometogether and form a
company or an individual councIl may decide to do so.

iii MLGH should create a Depar ment of Infrastructure
and Support Services (DISS) to iionitor and co-ordinate
investment into the sector. DISS would not only be for
water supply and sanitation but other municipal functions
like roads, markets e.t c.

iv As an initial step, a feasibility ~tudyfollowed by pilot
programmes will be commissionod in the Copperbelt
Provinces and North Western. This is with an aim of
establishing Commercially viable Water Supply and
Sanitation utilities to assist Local Authorities (councils) in
the performance of their water ar d sanitation service
delivery functions in the urban, pi~ri-urbanand rural areas,
subject to the overall supervision of MLGH.

5.0 NEW LEGIGLATION

The Government is currently pre~aringlegislation for the
establishment of the regulatory body called the National
Water Supply and Sanitation Council (NWASCO). The
legislation will also create an enabling environment for the
formation of the commercially viable water supply and
sanitation utilities.

The PCU through its secretariat the WSDG conducted
country-wide consultations with stakeholders to ensure
that the final document embraces the interest ofthe
widest possible spectrum of affected groups The
stakeholders among others in’~Iud3dall Local Authorities
MLGH, Department of Water Affairs officials, Ministry of
Health officials and planning office rs. The final national
consultative meeting was held on 22nd November 1995.
The consultation for the primary legislation is now over
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and the final draft has been forwarded to the Ministry of
Legal Affairs.

The legislation provides for the establishment of the
National Water Supply and Sanitation Council (NWASCO).

Some salient points on NWASCO

• A regulatory body which is a statutory body It will report
to the Ministry of Energy and Water Development.

• Composition, it will be composed of members from differ-
ent institutions and GRZ will be in advisory capacity only.
This is the similar arrangement with the National Roads
Board.

• Functions of NWASCO include- to do all such things as
are necessary to promote and ensure by regulation the

/ adequate provision of water supply and sanitation
services. The detailed functions are as contained in first
schedule of the draft act..

Powers of NWASCO, These include:

• Issuing of Enforcement notices to the utilities to ensure
that the standards set are followed.

• Funding arrangements for NWASCO. This will be like any
statutory body i.e. the Environmental Council of Zambia.

UTILITIE~

The Act provides for the establishment of Water Supply
and Sanitation utilities.

• The establishment shall be subject to the approval of
NWASCO on the basis of their commercial viability. This
shall be by a statutory instrument specifying the area for
which the Water Supply and Sanitation utility shall be
responsible and shall specify any other matters.

• Status of Lusaka Water and Sewerage Company and
Chipata Water and Sewerage Company. These shall be
allowed to be transformed into a water supply and sanita-
tion utility subject to provisions of NWASCO. The share-
holders ofthese two utility companies would decide to take
such a step. -

• An option of not being part of utility would imply the local
Authority may sign a service contract with the company.
In this case all the assets will belong to the Local Authority
and the Company will merely use them.

• CompaniesAct No. 26 of 1994to apply. But for any conflict
this Act prevails.

ZAMBIA NATIONAL WATER AND SANITATION FAIR ‘96 9
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• Financial arrangements. The utilities will be run on a
commercially viable basis. Hwever GRZ will have to
continue funding rural and pen-urban areas for water
supply. This is for capital nve~tmentsonly.

• Transfer of assets, liabilities and charges It has been
suggested that all assets belonging to the Department of
Water Affairs will be transferre 1 to the utilities.

• Shareholding arrangement -LDcal Authorities will have
equal shares For Lusaka Water and Sewerage Company
and Chipata Water and Sewerage Company the respec-
tive Local Authority will transfe’ the assets to the utility

• Directors - Chief Executives of Local Authorities, Manag-
ing Director, and others as pro ,ided for in the draft

• Functions of the utilities: to co all such things as are
necessary to develop and sustuin the adequate provision
of water supply and sanitation services to all consumers
in its area of responsibility. Funi:tions contained in second
schedule

• Possibility of contracting out ;ervices to public sector
bodies, private sector organisutions and companies for
i.e. billing, construction e’t c. h~s been provided for.

• Power to establish bye-laws lollowing model bye-laws
prepared by NWASCO.

• New development areas, squatter areas. Development for
these will be done with consulttition of the utility.

• Charges for services - A utility shall establish and publish
charges for the provision ofwater supply service, imposi-
tion of penalties, disconnection of services.

6.0 FORMATION OF COMMERCIALLY VIABLE
WATER UTILITIES

To decentralise water supply and sanitation functions, the
Government is encouraging local authorities to form
commercially viable water supply and sanitation utilities to
undertake the water supply and snnitation service delivery.

The utilities are to be autonomous bodies and operate on
commercial lines. After considerinj several alternative
organisational scenarios, the PCU concluded that a
Commercially viable water utility v~ould be the most
effective means to overcome pres 3nt institutional and
service delivery deficiencies. One Dption for the Local
Authorities (particularly the smalle~councils) is for them to
come together on regional level ar d form water
companies.

l0 ZAMBIA NATIONAL WATER AND 9ANITATION FAIR ‘96
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These Companies would initially be owned by the Local
Authorities. With time each Local Authority may sell up to
49% of its initial share capital to any private individuals,
organisations, companies and any such grouping.

Commercialisation will help achieve efficiencies expected
from private enterprises. The company would be free to
hire and compensate personnel as it sees fit, and to enter
into contracts, all governed by its constitution or articles of
association.

While the decision to form the utilities entirely lies in the
hands of the Local Authorities they will be guided by the
PCU. the guidance will be through a management options
study which will recommend the best institutional
arrangement to achieve commercial viability

(n addition to responsibilities for township piped water
supply, the utilities would provide for implementation of
village point water supplies and sanitation.

~Health and hygiene education would remain a’

responsibility of the primary health care system at

community level.

7.0 RURAL WATER 9UPPLY AND SANITATION

Rural water supply (point source supplies) and sanitation
has its own unique problems which need special attention.
For many years rural water supply and sanitation projects
have not been very successful for reasons similar to those
which negatively affected urban systems.The
arrangement for rural water supply and sanitation will be
as follows:

7.1 FUNDING

The Government with possible external assistance i.e.
donors and NGOs will continue being responsible for the
funding of rural water supply. The water supply and
sanitation utilities will essentially be responsible for
implementation of the rural water supply projects.

7.2 PLANNING

Planning of rural water supply and sanitation will be
through the communities. Communities will present their
requirements to the District Water, Sanitation and Health
Education (DWASHE) committees who will in turn present
to the District Development Co-ordinating Committees.
Utilities will not plan or prioritise the implementation of

ZAMBIA NATIONAL WATER AND SANITATION FAIR ‘96 11
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rural water supply. However th~utilities will sit on the
DWASHE committees.

7.3 IMPLEMENTATION

Utilities will not provide any fun is for rural water supply
but will be paid by the Government or any funding agent
to implement rural water supp(~.The aim is not to
overload the utility with paying br rural water supply. To
expect the utilities pay for rural Nater supply and
sanitation would be a pipe drean. Rural water supply and
sanitation will be implemented using the principle of
community participation. CMML’ is currently working on
guidelines on how best communities should be organised
for their participation to be usefully achieved.

7.4 AT NATIONAL LEVEL

The Community Management a id Monitoring Unit
(CMMU) will become a unit of N AIASCO and be
responsible for guiding the development of rural water
supply and sanitation. These re~ponsibilities include:

a setting guidelines for RWS prcject imp~iementation,i.e.
community participation, includirg financial obligations of
the rural communities;

b strengthening the standardisat on efforts already
initiated; and

c serving as a co-ordinating unit as well as clearing house
for RWS projects.

8.0 NATIONAL INVESTMENT AND ~EHABILITATION

STUDY

It is a recognised fact that most cf the water supply and
sanitation infrastructure in the country is run down. It
would therefore be a pipe dream to ask Local Authorities
to form GUs on such infrastructure’. The Government has
therefore started working on an in vestment programme for
the sector. The initial step is thro~gh an inventory and
rehabilitation study. Consultants will soon be appointed to
undertake this study under funding from NORAD. It is
hoped with an investment plan it will be easier to explain
the magnitude of the need for sul port in the sector. The
study has been termed as a Naticnal Investment and
Rehabilitation Study of the water ~uppIyand sanitation
systems. The aim of the study is t determine how much
investment is required in the sectcr to bring the water
systems into good operational order.

12 ZAMBIA NATIONAL WATER AND 9ANITATION FAIR 198
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9.0 FORMATION OF CU IN NORTH WE9TERN

PROVINCE

The Local Authorities in North Western Province have
decided to form one water supply and sanitation utility.
This was after much consultations with the Local
Authorities and the Water Affairs personnel. Before the
decision was made a commercial viability study was
commissioned in April 1995 with the final report being
presented to the PCU in July 1995 Should the Water
Supply and Sanitation legislation be in place by June next
year, then the utility in North Western Province should be
operational by September 1996. The German
Government through the KfW are assisting in
rehabilitation all the water and sanitation schemes in the
province.

10.0 CONCLUSION

It is important to clearly understand the Government
policy on management ofthe water supply systems in the
country. What needs to be emphasised is the purpose of
restructuring of the water sector One major purpose is to
improve service delivery obligation, increase efficiency.
These can only be achieved through developing a
commercial approach to the sector. The approach should
assure self sustaining of the sector There is no need for
Central Government or indeed Local Authority to
subsidise the sector when it can be self financing.

While commercialisation may be the solution for the
sector, pnivatisation can not be. At least not in the
foreseeable future for Zambia This is because of the
large portion of the population that is in the low income
group that would still need some form of support from
government.

DEBATE ~ERIE~: 1
TITLE: Community Participation in the Managment of Rural/pen

urban water use
DATE: 15th May 1996
TIME: 15:15 to 16:45 hrs
VENUE: Room 2
INTRODUCTION
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Water is one ofthe most abunda it resources on the earth
with 97% forming oceans and 2.2% as ice and snow in
the polar regions. About 0.7% of the global supply of
water is available as freshwater fr domestic, industrial
and agricultural purposes, and it s unevenly distributed.
The combination of uneven distribution, expanding
populations, and a lack of capital and recurrent
investment are putting increasing pressure on available
water resources in a number of c )Untries, Zambia being
one of them.

At the macro level Zambia is con ;idered by many to have
abundant water resources to meet growing demands and
usage. However, as demand increases, and the most
available sources have already been utilised, the cost of
further exploitation and use of ne~sources are increasing
due to a number of limiting factor;. At the micro level the
lack and reduction of water resources are causing
increasing concern based on ava lability and equitable
use amongst many rural and pen urban communities. In
recent years this has been attributed to the increasing
occurrence of drought, particula~I,in the more drought
prone rural areas of the southern half of Zambia. In
addition, a lack of capital and recurrent investment has led
to the collapse of many water systems, especially in
pen-urban areas. This, coupled ~ith the lack of a sense of
ownership, and hence responsibility by a number of
parties, has led to the withdrawal Df many water related
services. For many, obtaining waler has become time
consuming and tiring work, causing both a direct and
indirect financial burden. In most ;ases this has directly
effected women, who as a result, have little or no time for
other household and productive activities which are so
important to household livelihood security.

There are currently many gaps in our knowledge of the
interactions between water ançl the wide macro and micro
environment, and of the economic and social impacts that
water related interactions can have on society as a whole,
therefore it has become increasin~jly important to actively
involve stakeholders as users of resources in identifying
and understanding these interactins if viable and
sustainable solutions are to be found.

An environmental, social, and economic analysis of
community problems and needs r~Iatedto water
shortages challenges us to come :0 terms with the
complexity of local community livelihood strategies in

Abstract
The debate will Id tify arii’
contrast d~f~ereritmanage
merit issues faced ~‘ypen
urban and rural communi-tie~
over the control arid use of
imited water resources. This

will examine some of the
different participatory
methods arid technictues
presently being employed to
assist community decision
making and planning in
areas ofwateri-esource
operation and niari~gement.

The Orgariisation:
CARE is presently active ri
both pen urban rrid rural
water and sanitation sectors.
Froject activities suppport
appropriate community
operated and managed
household and agriculturai
usage.

Tel/Fax No: 220134-67/
22710&
Address: CARE International

I’O ~ox~623&
Plot 516S
Chishango road,
Light Industrial
Area. Lusaka.
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diverse and risk-prone environments. Water resource
initiatives should be seen as a means to an end, and not
an eAd in itself. Hence more attention needs to be paid to
the more diverse issues in the context of the ecological,
economic, and social frameworks that communities form
part of.

Most people agree that a lack of access to clean and
uncontaminated water sources adversely effect the
livelihoods of all, both directly through consumption and
indirectly through production and future development.
Contaminated water is the cause of a number of diseases
resulting in a persons inability to be productive, by which
the survival of many households and their dependants
rely upon. It c~ntherefore be establish that a lack of
reliable water resources can restricts both economical
and social growth at every level.

Although few people will disagree with the issue of a
growing shortage of available water facilities, many do not
perhaps appreciate the seriousness ofthe problem and its
effects on slich,a large and diverse population. In the
water sector, Government and Donors are often seen as
the ‘deciders’ and ‘providers’ ofwater facilities, whilst
communities have become merely the ‘receivers’ of these
decisions rather than having the opportunity to become
the initiators of their own inspired decisions. This paper
will explain hbw communities have taken on the role of
decision makers and have been able to identify and solve
problems themselves. Participation is often spoken about
as a way of creating a sense of ownership and sustained
development through beneficiary decision making,
planning, implementation, and management. What follows
are two such examples where community participation
has been facilitated by CARE in the pen-urban and rural
environment in an effort to allow communities the
opportunity to solve many of their own water related
problems.

COMMUNI1Y PARTICIPATION IN PERt-URBAN WATER
RE8OURCE UOE AND MANAOEMENT.
iNTRODUCTION.
Chipata Compound is one of Lusaka’s unplanned
settlements which have mushroomed around the city
perimeter. It is situated east of the Great North Road and,
according to CARE’s own census completed in early
1996, has a population of 43,393, comprising of 7,324
families with an average family size of 6.

ZAMBIA NATIONAL WATER AND 9ANITATION FAIR ‘96 15
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Figure (a) And (b) : Location P1 ins.

Funded by World Food Prograrime and the Canadian
International Development Age icy, CARE-PUSH began
operating in Chipata in 1992 as a food-for-work project,
implementing road and drainag e rehabilitation, sanitation,
pre-schools, literacy and health education projects. In
1994, a second phase of PUSH began, funded by the
British Overseas Development Administration, to
transform the food-for-work program to one where
participants (mostly women) ha’re an opportunity to

Figure 1 (a) Chipata Compound_In Rela~onTo Lu __________________________________________

graduate into sustainable- liveliho )ds through training,
savings and credit programs. ThE scale of impact was
also increased by broadening the basis of community
participation and institution-building, and by undertaking
larger, and more sustainable social and infrastructure
projects for livelihood improvemei’it.

Chipata Compound, like many ottier compounds in
Lusaka, suffers from a severe shcrtage of water. During
PUSH I, it was noted that water f~duties that had been
installed during the 1970’s had deteriorated to such an
extent that supply had become intermittent or
non-existent. Thus, when an extensive appraisal and
needs assessment exercise was t indertaken by residents
and PUSH staff in late 1994, Chip ~taresidents clearly
identified that water system impro’ fement was their top
priority. It also was evident that th water project would
need to invest more time and resources than previous
attempts in order to foster a participatory and

Fi~ire1(b): CJt1~uta CompoundAnd ProposedWai
S!~PJ~tYScheme.
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institution-building process before new facilities were
installed, and hence maximise the sustainability of the
project. Water was seen as a ‘mobilising issue’ that would
generate enough interest to allow the development of
capabilities that could then be applied to other projects.
The goals of the project would need to include the
learning and development of resident capabilities, the
formation of effective local institutions, as well as the
implementation of a viable financial management system.

Thus, in mid-1995, a group of residents and Council
officials began planning with CARE-PUSH a process that
would mobilise wide participation leading towards the
implementation of a new water supply. From the
beginning, the concept was that local residenth would not
only directly construct the system, but would n1lanage its
operation and maintenance, including its financial
icianagement. The role of the City Council and the Lusaka
Water and Sewerage Co. Would be very important, but
the balance of responsibility would be with the residents
themselves. Now, in May 1996, the particip~toryprocess
has resulted in a well -organised network of community
institutions, designs and plans that residents were
instrumental in shaping, and the beginning of construction
works. Plans are for water to begin flowing in July 1996,
and for the entire compound to be supplied by October
1996.

The Chipata water project is being implemented in parallel
with the Jack water project, under CARE’s PURCH
project, and will serve as a model for future smaller-scale
projects in Kanyama and Malota Compounds.
Simultaneously, CARE-PUSH is working in partnership
with the JICNLWSC/LCC consortium on the George
water supply project, CARE playing the role of facilitating
the development of community institutions and community
participatory training.

PARTICIPATORY APPRAI9AL AND NEED9 A89E9ØMENT
The Participatory Appraisal And Needs Assessment
(PANA) began with workshops for CARE staff, members
of Residents’ Development Committees, PUSH workforce,
and some other community members. Training was
provided in the concepts and methods of ‘Training for
Transformation’ and PRA (Participatory Rapid Appraisal).
The PANA teams analysed problems and trends with
seasonal calendars, conducted livelihood interviews and
well-being rankings, carried out ‘listening surveys’ in
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public locatons, and performed dramatic codes to
stimulate discussions with residents on their problems and
how they felt they could address them. In a series of focus
group discusions, the following u~ereranked as critical
concerns of Chipata residents:

i) Water.
ii) Burial sites.
iii) Bad roads.
iv) High school fees.
v) High medical fees.
vi) Property grabbing (from widows).

These were analysed in terms of a framework called the
Web of Life.

Aside from allowing residents to participate in setting the
directions for the project in PhasE II, the PANA exercise
highlighted a number of consideritions that needed to be
taken into account in all future ac ivities, such as the
income levels (averaging K21 ,Oth) for the lowest

well-being categori— employment status, ~nd~hegender
dimensions of poverty; where for example, female-headed
househe comprised of almost hal of the lowest well-being
categories.

The PANA exercise held in 1994 dave a clear mandate to
CARE-PUSH to work with resider ts implement the water
supply project. In keeping with thE’ overall focus, the water
project focused on following objectives:

• To contribute to livelihood improvement by reducing the
money and time residents spend water collection.

• To improve residents access to safe drinking water,
with corresponding improvements health.

• To mobilise residents towards :he development of com-
munity-based organisation strengthening the manage
ment capacity of residents

• To empower women to be active in community develop-
ment activities - -

These objectives are illustrated bEilow by Figure 2 in the
form of a targeted model.

Figure 2 : The Targeted Developmei it Of Participatory
Water Qystem

2.3 OVERVIEW OF LEARNING PRO DE99 APPROACW
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2.3. 1 THE LEARNING PROCE~Q
Two key requirements have shaped the PUSH approach
to water system development:

i) It should be- a learning process rather than as a

blueprint project. ii) it should focus on sustainability.

This learning process is embodied in the diagram of a line
of action illustrated by Figure 3. The appraisal and needs
assessment led into strategic planning and the
development of a shared vision for the development of the

/

Chipata water scheme. As action is mobilised towards this
vision, there would need to be ongoing appraisal and
periodic refinement ofthe action plan, to incorporate
learning that takes place throughout the project. This is
distinguished from a blueprint approach to projects, which
starts with a blueprint emanating from the mind of one
architect, and requires everyone to adhere rigidly to this
blueprint. Thus, as PUSH staff began planning the water
project with residents and Council, the adoption ofthe idea
of ‘process planning’ rather than ‘blueprint planning’ was
used. -

Figure 3 : The Line Of Action Qeen As A Learning
Process

The approach to water programming taken by PUSH
required establishing mechanisms and tools to encourage
participation, learning, and institution-building.
These included: _______

•~(safl 1,we~t Q’ Ii fJL&cCdl. za-.1~1hc,pCBO~5.
a J~atdJpC4~C10WO~4i~çporL~widproWdii

a ~od.J~

.wFJb,Jb3tat~d~T~d~
with ~n~tQ dj ~Wia1.~G~L~w~d
g~p atz V-~o~~fr0~.by
j10beai~drrqomth1*cDO~Y
Wo11~~flwho ~ h~1p
th~~i~Wsa~de,~urp~
q~a~ ~sdby ~ff~cth’t

waiegk CoMnci?~ffo~’1z.
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• Use of participatory appraisal and needs assessment
methodologies, such as ma1)ping, codes, and focused
problem/strategy analysis.

• Adoption by staff of a problen i-posing orientation through
dialoguing with residents.

• Involvement of residents in b asic design from the outset
of the project.

• Particular encouraaement aiv ~nto women to Darticloate.

- -~

Developing appropriate process planning tools.

• Formation of committees with ~pecificresponsibilities.

• Involving higher levels of LCO and LWSC officials in
meetings with residents, to bu Id community capacity to
communicate with officials.

2.3.2 THE PROBLEM PO9INO APP ~OACH
The problem-posing approach, cc ntrasted with a
problem-solving approach, is one in which facilita pose
problems to residents in such a w~ythat they are guided
to think their way through a problem arrive at their own
decisions and strategies. While th ~distinction is simple to
state, it is very difficult praàtice for facilitators to sit back
and avoid giving the answers to r�sidents; there is a
certain authority, power and recognition associated with
being the one to come up with a ‘ç ood answer’.

A common objective of any develc pment project is to
actively involve residents in the design of project, but in
such a technically-demanding proj ect, this provided its

J
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own challenges. The problem posing approach has
helped, because from the first meetings residents are
asked questions about why water systems have failed,
treating their input as an important aspect of project
design. As I participating residents proceed through a
series of meetings, they are faced with questions
regarding technical parameters of the project, and are
able to discuss openly as equals with project engineers
staff.

From the beginning ofthe project, attempts were made to
acquaint residents with the overall I articulated as a
‘process plan’, that remained flexible without becoming
too rigid or too complicate allow participation of residents.
Process planning involved participation by a number of
key actors, Ia out the ‘elements’ which need to be
included in the plan, actions to be taken, decisions to be
rciade, knowledge or information that has to be
understood by a certain group. The group then asks what
process really is, what they are trying to accomplish, and
the reason behind each element. This allow planning,
monitoring & evaluation, and the adjustmenf ofthe project
at periodic intervals through elements that become an
inter- twined line of action. Figure 4 illustrates this process.

Figure 4 : The Water 8upply Project As An Intertwined

Line Of Action.

Thus, as meetings and workshops were began in 1995,
time was taken to allow residents to think of the elements
that they felt the implementation process would need to
include. Then, the dictate of the Chinese philosopher, Lao
Tzu would be followed: ‘The role of the educator is to take
what the people give in a confused form, and give it back
to them in an organised form’. To facilitate this, a list of
technical parameters and participation requirements were
set out. Often the residents could quite readily come up
with many of these parameters on their own, but seeing
the connections and sequence was more difficult.

2.4 COMMUNITY MOBILIZATION AND ORGANIZATION
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2.4.1 COMPOUND WIDE MEETI~O9

In Ma~’1995, planninq meetinq; were held with key

Tecbnlcnl DesignJ And Con~tructioP]

stakeholders, including the Assi~tantDirector and Chief
Housing Officer of the Housing ~nd Social Services
Department of LCC, Pen-Urban Dfficer for Lusaka Water
and Sewerage Company, and m embers of1’the Residents
Development Committee (RDC). These meetii~gswere
crucial to ensure clear lines of ccmmunication and.joint
ownership among the key agenc es from the beginning.

The next step was to convene several ‘compound-wide
meetings’ of over 50 key organisations and leaders, and
all other interested parties, to give broad assent to how
the project should proceed. The f rst meeting was
introduced by the chairman of the RDC, and began with
an analysis of the water problem .questions asked
included:
• What is the problem? What are its different effects? Who

does it affect? To what extent d Des it effect?

• Why does the problem exist?

• Whatcanbedone?

By analysing how problems effect different people, it
made public the amount of money and time being spent
on water collection, and it brings to the forefront of
people’s awareness that it is wom~min particular who are
most concerned. Both of these would be crucial to the
successful implementation of the r roject.

To increase the degree of residents’ ownership of the
meetings, and to build some momontum, some RDC

uuflity FAip~tLQa~
•Mcct~a~w~thw.nQU$
1~ict~of,cs,dc~t1~.

.Fo~O~ifl1Cflm

CDO~s.
• Eki410fl ofpcnnn~1t
CBO’L
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members and several other interested individuals began
working on an assignment to begin drafting demarcations
of zones. The rationale for dividing the compound into
zones was suggested by CARE and the Council, based
partly on experiences in George compound and
elsewhere. The main rational behind zoning was that
zone-level meetings would allow more people to be
reached and drawn into the process. Take for example
conducting a meeting that is advertised by beating a
drum, having dancers or by conducting a drama ‘code’. If
such a meeting was held in one location, the attendance
would possibly be 50 to 100 people from one single area.
If 5 meetings are held at different locations the total
attendance would increase to 250 to 500 people. These
zones would become units for organisation, construction,
operations and maintenar~ceof the water project.

‘the results of the zoning exercise were presented to a
Compound-wide meeting, together with some more
detailed information on aspects of the technical design.
The question was asked as to the kinds of contributions
residents should make~tot~eproject. Small groups were
formed amongst the particip each representing the three
regions of Chipata, to discuss the level of cash
contributions they felt be appropriate. The same small
groups elected three people to be members of a working
group.

The Water Working Group became a focal point for
participation of the residents, and as a core g received
more training, took part in planning, helped with
compound zoning and siting of boreholes became the
leaders of zone-level meetings, reporting back periodically
to Compound wide meeting mid-1995, sufficient planning
and design work had been completed, with the full
participation of Working Group, to obtain an outline of the
construction, operations and maintenance, and finance
that residents could obtain a clear vision of the project.
Based on an initial approximation of capital costs, the
Working Group decided that each family should contribute
K3,000 towards project capital costs, K500-1 ,000 as a
monthly user fee. ThIs was then discussed with and
accepted at a Compound meeting.

At another Compound-wide meeting, a community
institutions model was proposed, showing how Z level
meetings would lead to election of Zone Development
Committees, a Forum of Representatives, and then into a
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I I I 1 I I I - I
ZonaLcitt~n’~ha~~n -
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demographic information.

The first trial run zone-level meeti ig, was attended by 98
people, most of whom were womon. Chaired by the RDC

new Residents’ Development Conmittee. This is
illustrated below Figure 5.

Figure 5: GfrucIure For The Form ~tion Of Area Based

Communif~gOrganisafioii
This model allows a wide participation of residents, with
emphasis on women, and clear accountability links
between the grass-roots, Zone Development Committee
(ZDC), and the overall Chipata Residents’ Development
Committee (RDC). The concept ~,asapproved by
everyone attending, including the existing RDC which
realised that the process would 1� ad to its own
replacement.

ZONE LEVEL MEETINO9.

The cornerstone and major activiy of this wh~lephase of
the project was the holding of zone-level meetings. In
August and September, trial run ;:one-level meetings were
conducted by members of the Water Working Group,
which included a reaistration exei cises to obtain detailed

/

Eifcttou OFR ent~Dt’v*iopmuICoxnmllfoc (RDC)
~ ~!fthI tara,~,i4(2 r~’~
~ c~,wp d~da,~.a~d.a1,,~

~th~t~,cnI Of Pcr~ROfZur~~j c~n~ath~(FZ~3
•OdI~a~a&o’~ ~i~iaifr~ ~th
.Cog~,~~øa~,*4 IMkyU~W
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Chairman the meeting discussed the ‘what happened?,
why?, and what can be done?’ with the water problem,
and the roles of community, Working Group and CARE.
As expected, the initial response to the idea of a cash
contribution was that payment would only be made once
water had been seen. However, one Working Group
member replied that when you apply for a plot, you pay
your money and then trust that eventually you will get it,
hence the same should apply for water. Residents’
payment up-front is seen as an important sign of their
commitment, and staff frequently explained that progress
would be dependent on the residents preparedness to do
so. -

Some momentupi was lost in September-October, as
by-elections in Mandevu created tensions and confusion
over the water project, water being one ofthe main
~lectionissues. At several zone-level meetings, residents
avoided attending, saying that they were tired of political
meetings. An emergency meeting of the Working Group
together with a Council official decided to avoid meetings
until after the 1poli~ticalelection.

Meanwhile, a baseline study commenced in late 1995,
which added considerable detail to the information already
gathered. It showed clearly that residents were paying
K50 for a 20 litre bucket of water, and with over half of
families consuming over 100 litres/day (a very modest
amount), this results in a monthly expenditure of over
K7,500. Another group of residents, numbering over 40%
of respondents, paid Ki50 for boys to collect 20 litres of
water for them, so one such family consuming 100
litres/day would spend 1(22,250 per month on water alone.
This amount of monthly financial outgoings has an
obvious negative impact in terms of household livelihood
security. In addition many household members, mainly
women, were found to be spending many hours collecting
water each day.

In order to quickly implement the zone-level meetings,
and establish the FZR and RDC, which was a prerequisite
to other aspects of the implementation, volunteers were
sought from the Compound-wide meetings to join the
Working Group. Appeals were made, in particular to the
churches. The Working Group had decided on using the
same demarcations for zoning as the Catholic Church
uses, because they were logically-laid out, matched the
required criteria, and were already recognised by many
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residents. Because of their organised network of
neighbourhood groups, the Ca~hoIiccommunity sent
many volunteers to help with zne-level meetings.

After training and organising, full zone-level meetings
were carried out in late 1995 and early 1996. The general
format used was to introduce the water project and the
idea of Zone Development Corimittees (ZDC), getting
residents to discuss their ideas for the project, including
its cost to them. Although interEst was initially low in
Southern Chipata due to the fa~tthat water was still
intermittently available, and confusion over previous
water-related meetings which had been held with another
organisation, persistent efforts ~ventualIyresulted in the
election of ZDC’s in all 39 zone;.

As a contrast to direct election of the RDC, the model of
tiered elections has the followin ~strengths:

• An increased number of residents are likely to participate
-feeling a sense of ownership they are more likely to pay

for and sustain any future waler ~ystem.

• Elections are held at a lower level, so are not perceived
as a threat to Councilors.

• People have an opportunity to interact, so they can vote
on the basis of knowledge of Each other, to avoid making
the elections partisan, allowin ~people to concentrate on
the local development issues iather than being caught up
in side issues.

• Gives people a chance to participate in consultation be-
fore a committee is formed, sc they begin to get a sense
of their roles as individuals.

One factor which had inhibited a I meetings in 1995 was
the habitual scepticism of residei its, born of many years of
experience of broken promises. rhus, one factor which
greatly aided the second wave a zone-level meetings
was the sight of borehole being drilled. Sitings were done
in a number of locations around Chipata Compound, and
boreholes were drilled to test yields in three main sections
of the compound. Adequate yields were eventually
obtained in Northern Chipata. The activity finally put to
rest any remaining doubts, and established the fact that
this project was a reality.

Plate 1: Borehole Being Drilled By Contractor Watched
Closely By Compound Re~idents.

COMPOUND ORIENTATION
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While the final ZDC elections were being held, the existing
Committees nominated their representatives to the Forum
of Zone Representatives (FZR), which then began
meeting to review and approve aspects ofthe technical
design which needed urgent attention. For example, the
siting of water points which had been conducted by the
Water Working Group in late 1995 had to be revised, and
this was discussed with, and approved by, the FZR. Other
issues were raised which led to activities for ZDC’s, such
as the drawing of large maps of their own zones to assist
residents to understand demarcations. Those remaining
zones which had not completed a family registration
exercise carried out this exercise. At the same time, all
members of the FZR attended a 2-week CBO trail

course, which was seen as an important preparation for
the election of the RDC.

Once all ZDC’s were elected, a 2-day orientation meeting
was held with the FZR, to ensure that everyone had at
least a basic level of understanding of the water project,
and to prepare for the RDC electton. This was seen as a
crucial meeting, since the FZR will need to remain as a
strong body able to oversee development in Chipata, and
resist the temptation to relax, leaving everything to the
RDC. The main aspects ofthis orientation included:

• Understanding each ofthe components of the water
system.

• Envisioning likely threats to systems, going through
section by section.
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• Thinking about particular cap thilities that will be needed
by the institutions who will be encountering these threats.

• Then thinking about roles and responsibilities of the
various institutions

• Exercises to focus on these subjects were devised by
staff, which drew on a numbel of participatory tools, such
as mapping, SWOT analysis, and force-field analysis. The
residents worked in groups to compose a complete water
system using cards with differ ~ntcomponent parts drawn
on them.

Plate 2: Residents Joining Indivi iuat Cards Together
To Form A Complete Wi ten Gystem

Once they had completed this, with the accompanying
discussion about individual parts, the residents then
looked at each section, trying to pre~iictthe kinds of
threats likely to occur. By discus ;ing the capabilities
needed to counter the threats, rEsidents focused on the
kinds of qualities they would lool: for in a potential RDC
member, and it also served to remind themselves of what

kind of educating the compound ~t large would require.
This served as a basis for discus sing~’theroles that would
be required of the ZDC, FZR, an i RDC.

Towards the end of the orientaticn, the FZR was visited
by Lusaka City Council Director of Engineering (Acting
Director of Housing & Social Sec ~‘ioes),the Assistant
I-’. .r’I.’” ,f__•_

given a presentation on the contents of the orientation by -

the residents. Council officials asked probing questions,
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which residents were able to answer to everyone’s
satisfaction.

A similar exercise will be used to derive monitoring &
evaluation indicators, which in a participatory manner, will
allow the key indicators to monitor operations and
maintenance to be worked out in consultation with the
FZR.

INGTITUTION-BUILDING
The concept of community-owned and managed water
supply is relatively new, particularly in pen-urban areas.
Both policy-makers and citizens have always looked up to
government and local authority to supply the service, so
the shift implies a redefinition of roles and responsibilities
for all a’ctors involved.
/

One question that immediately rises is the role of
governmental agencies. Lusaka City Council and Lusaka
Water & Sewerage Co. have both been involved from the
begi~1ningof the Chipata water project, and the
relationship has been solidified with a Tender Board which~
reviewed and approved major procurements, and which is
now becoming known as a ‘Steering Committee’ that will
continue to provide guidance to the project in the future. In
the water project, as with all other aspects of PUSH
programs, LCC Housing Department has been a constant
and key ally. Lusaka Water and Sewerage Co. have freely
offered assistance in reviewing designs and providing an’
additional counter-check to their appropriateness. Their
future general role will be to lend technical support and be
an objective reference point for the RDC whenever
necessary, especially after CARE pulls out.

The general roles and responsibilities of community
institutions have been agreed as follows:

i)ZDC:

• Grassroots connection with residents

• Primary point for encouraging participation.~Primary point
of accountability of RDC structUre to residents.

• Co-ordinate implementation of water project at zone level
(volunteers for construction, revenue collection).

• Carry out appraisals and consult with zone residents to
come up with future zone-level projects.
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• Gather ideas with zone residents to take to the Forum of

Zone Representatives for fut ire compound level project.

ii) FZR:

• Make compound policy decisions.

• Receive reports from RDC a id review progress of com-
pound-wide projects, give input, and evaluate.

• Periodically hold meetings thatare open to other residents
who are not members of ZD~’s,e.g. leaders from other
CBO’s such as churches, associations, etc.

• Compound-wide meeting ofrepresentatives to bring ideas
from the grassroots, to make lecisions on major projects
to undertake in the future.

iii) RDC:

• Co-ordinating major compouni projects on a day-to-day,
week-to-week basis, and proviiing leadership to ZDC’s in
taking on development roles.

• Reporting to the Forum (of Zone Representatives.

• Representing the compound ~ ith outside agencies.

Roles and responsibilities deal rr ainly with the question
of: ‘what are we supposed to do?, or ‘what are we
allowed to do?’ Perhaps more important, is the question
of vision, of having a desire~and the capabilities to do
something. What often hoId~bac’ people from fulfilling
new roles may be a persistent attitude towards apathy,
fatalism, or a tendency to too har;hly judge or be jealous
of others who attempt to make a ~hangein the
community. Perhaps more consiceration should be given
to this, rather than just roles alon~’.

Thus, greater emphasis is being çiiven in all PUSH
compounds to ‘CBO Training’, especially for niembers of
ZDC’s, which has been developed in-house, drawing on
materials from a number of different sources. The topics
covered include: group expectations and rules, what is
‘PUSH’, brief history of pen-urban development in
Zambia, participation, voluntary sErvice to the community,
involving women and men, community-based
organisations, vision, servantJead ership, partnerships,
how to hold effective meetings, coisultation and
communication, project cycles, mc nitoring and evaluation,
coping with witchcraft and jealous~’,enthusiasm, conflict
resolution, and participatory tools.
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The experience during the first few months of training has
shown a high level of enthusiasm amongst residents, and
the achievement of a higher level of maturity in all
activities. By discussing the need for institution-building
for long-term benefits leads to the moderation of attitudes
which had been holding back progress, such as the
insistence by some on receiving payment for doing
anything for the community. A number of ZDC’s have
undertaken activities independently, drawing on themes
learnt in the CBO training.

CONGTRUCTION, OPERATIONG & MAINTENANCE, &

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
The Chipata Water Project is now at the point of
beginning construction of a distribution centre, and most
major equipment, such as borehole pumps, pipes, and
tanks have been procured. Some of the suppliers have
agreed to include training and follow-up monitoring in their
contracts. Water sources have been determined and are
able to provide 35 litres/person/day for the Chipata
population until the year 2006. Supervision is being
carried but ~byRanking Engineering Consultants, who
have also prepared the technical designs, which are
presently being reviewed by Lusaka Water & Sewerage
Co. and Lusaka City Council.

The basic system will consist of submersible pumps
pushing water through a rising main into ground storage
tanks at a centrally-located distribution centre, and
booster-pumped into an overhead tank for gravity
distribution to each zone. One water point will be located

in each zone, with between 2 and 6 taps at each point.
One point per zone was eventually chosen by staff and -

residents, for ease of consumption control and
maintenance. Much of the system operation relies on the
continued service of volunteers, whilst there are a number
of full-time jobs envisaged for several operators and
plumbers, as well as one revenue collector/tap supervisor
for each zone (an option which has been discussed with
the Water Working Group but needs final agreement by
the FZR). -

Draft manuals and procedures have been prepared for
construction, operation and maintenance, as well as
financial management. Specific teams for O&M, finance,
construction, and health education have been formed
from among FZR members who will be trained, and help
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refine the procedures, and organise residents for
participation.

The future revenue collection anc financial management
system has been developed over many meetings and
workshops in 1995 with residents from Chipata, as well as
from George, Kanyama, and Maluta. It is currently being
formed into a complete package, with accounting forms,
training materials, and guiding manuals, which will be
presented to the community for fiuial approval before the
training of individuals begins. Adc itional work is being
done on budgeting and setting pr ces, based on revised
replacement costs. This work is leing done by
Management Services Board in conjunction from Lusaka
Water & Sewerage Co. officials, and field staff from
George Compound. A great deal of thought is going into
developing numerous checks anc balances to protect the
system and the residents from fulure abuse. Key aspects
of this system include:

i) Revenue will be collected by elocted Revenue
tholl~ctorsfrom each zone, at 5 cffices throughout 4ie ~
compound, during a designated ieriod in each month.

ii) A membership list will be maintained by the ZDC
(from the registration exercise alieady completed).

iii) A specially-printed and stampEd card will be issued
each month to users by the Revenue Collectors, which
serves as a proof of payment.

iv) The ZDC’s will supervise and counter-check Revenue
Collectors.

v) The Revenue Collector and as~istantwill restrict
consumption at water point to a maximum level
based on 35 litre/person, and ~n average family
size of 6) for those who are pai J up, making a note
on spaces on card of how muc i water is consumed.

vi) List of defaulters are publicly displayed to disallow

consumption. -

vii) Users can only consume water in their own zone.

viii)The Revenue Collectors will h 3nd over fees on each
collection day to the RDC Trea ;urer, who issues a
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eceipt, and then goes accompanied to bank the
money.

ix) An account is held in the name of RDC, CARE, LWSC
and LCC, with the use of 2 panels of signatories.

x) Both the RDC and the Finance Team have the authority
to review the financial books of the RDC Treasurer.

xi) Updated data on number of users, default rates, and
monthly revenue will be displayed publicly at the
Compound Planning Office (to be constructed at
current LCC/PUSH office complex), and discussed at
monthly FZR meetings.

CONCLUGION9 I
number of important conclusions can be drawn based

on the experiences gained by CARE in the Pen-urban
environment to date, these include:

• Whilst one appreciates that water is life and should be
made available to all, the reality i~that it is not currently
available to all. Reformed public institutions may be able
to do something, and should not be relieved of their
responsibilities, but realism suggests that even the most
revitalised public institutions will still be far from capable
to meet the needs, at least in the short term.

• Surveys and consultations indicate ‘that the community is
willing to pay for water services.

• Through participatory methodologies and flexible planning
mechanisms the community have actively participated in
shaping the design, so the chances of taking over the
responsibility for future operation and maintenance is
maximised.

• The process adopted, although slow, is nonetheless indis-
pensable for effective implementation and sustainability.

• The revenue generation aspect of the water project is
crucial to its future sustainability.

COMMUNI1Y PARTICIPATION IN RURAL WATER REGOURCE
UGE AND MANAGEMENT. - -

INTRODUCTION.
CARE is presently working with rural communities in the
Kalomo South District in the Southern Province through its
Livingstone Food Security Project (LFSP), and South
West Drought Relief Project (SWDRP). In particular the
LFSP has distributed a variety of drought resistant crops
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which, after two seasons, now co~erssome 8,500
participating farmers managed b~180 Village
Management Committees (VMC’a).

The project area should receive ~n average annual rainfall
of some 700mm, although in pasl years as little as half
this amount has fallen, distributec unevenly throughout
the rainy season. Inevitably, the 5carcity of water in the
area has created a number of serious problems, with
water tables consistently droppin~j.Over a number of
years, life has become incredibly harsh for the majority of
the rural population, who presently lack acceptable
access to the most essential life ~ustaining resource -

water. This makes the availability of water resources a
major issue amongst communitie~in the area, and as
such both Projects are focusing on wa~erresource related
activities for both household and drought mitigation
activities in attempts to secure an i improve the livelihoods
of rural communities to acceptabl~and sustainable levels.

In our role as ‘experts’ facing ne~and unrivalled
challenges, we often overlook, mi;uIide~standand neglect

to fully appreciate problems that ~re commonly faced by
communities based on years of cultural and traditional
practices and coping strategies, all too often becoming
involved ourselves as the decision makers and initiators of
inappropriate projects. We have to learn to appreciate
that, given the appropriate opportunity, communities can
identify problems and manipulate their own solutions
themselves.

In an attempt to alleviate the currEnt water shortage
problem, and at the same time increase the institutional
management capacity of rural cor’imunities, CARE has
adopted a strategy that focuses a i community resource
management in ‘key resource arees’. This paper outlines
an appropriate participatory apprc ach that has been used
to identify and appreciate a multit~ideof complex social,
economic, and environmental prollems in one such ‘key
resource area’. This resulted in cc mmunity inspired action
plans for a variety of activities, including water resource
use and management implement~1through appropriate
management strategies.

This whole process was ‘facilitate 1’ by a PRA team using
a variety of PRA tools and technic ues that attempted not
to ‘manipulate’ and ‘impose’ a nuriber of predetermined
interventions.
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KEY REGOURCE AREAG.
During March this year a series of participatory rural
appraisal (PRA) exercises were conducted in a number of
‘key resource areas’ in Kalomo South District. The term
‘key resource area’, or ‘libala’ as referred to locally, is
defined as an ecologically and environmentally delicate
area or flood plain consisting of rich, dark alluvial soils,
which when managed correctly are ideal for a variety of
sustainable uses such as smallscale agricultural
production, upon which community livelihoods depend.

This paper focuses on one such ‘libala’ located
approximately 50 kilometres west of Livingstone where
one of the four day PRA exercises was conducted. The
PRA exercise was conducted with Kooma and Mooka
village communities, located on opposite ei1~dsof the
[
7iba(a.Both communities use the Libala for a variety of

livelihood activities, though some such as fishing, have
disappeared over the years. Today, the Libala is used by
communities:

• As a source of limited water for house
1hold use

• To produce a variety of agricultural crops

• As a source of limited grazing and water for livestock.

Figure 6 (a) And (b): Location Plans
-~ COMMUNITY GOCIALI ECONOMIC, AND ENVIRONMENTAL

PROBLEMG.
A large proportion of the time spent carrying out the PRA
exercise was concentrated on gathering historical
information from the participating communities, facilitated
through the use of a number of appropriate participatory
methods and techniques. This sharing ‘of information
allowed the PRA team, as outsiders, to become slowly
aquainted with, and develop a thorough understanding of
a series of complex social, economic, and environmental
problems which face communities today.

The first exercise was the modelling of a resource map
using local materials to detail the Libala and its
surrounding area, identifying land use features such as,
streams, forest areas, villages, roads, fields, and water
points. Almost immediately this exercise highlighted a
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very fundamental social problem existing between the
f~i 6(i) Th0 ~ Ut~tbcJ~yfli f~q6(~TkUb~f.~In Rdsf4~nto

lcooii~~~~dMod
1 Comonofty.

Kooma and Mooka village communities. It~had previously
been assumed by the PRA tearr that the t~jtilisationand
management of the whole Libal~was equitably divided
amongst the two communities. This assumption was soon
proved wrong by a clearly define ci boundary that
separated the two communities, ciividing the Libala
roughly in half. The Kooma community had very quickly

started to map their resource area incorporating only their
part of the Libala, which did not iliclude the~Mooka
community. Without prompting, tL’ie Mooka community
broke off from the group and proGeeded to model their
half of the Libala.

The result ofthis was very import ant for the remainder of
the PRA exercise which had implcationson the different
types of problems and subsequent action plans that would
be conceived through very different management
strategies as identified by each 0/the two community
groups. This strong, obvious soci~ldivision meant that the
PRA team had to divide into two, and-facilitate the two
communities separately in their re spective areas for the
remainder of the exercise.

It soon became apparent that a ci~arrelationship existed
between many of the communitie~problems and a
reduction of available water resources in the Libala. The
interesting point here was how thE’ reduction of water
resources has had a long term effect on the development
of the area over the past 70 years and not only during the
most recent drought period.

Figures 7(a), (b), and (c) illustrate three different historical
resource maps that were drawn b~’the community to
show how the character of the Lib, ila has been
transformed from an area that was abundant with water all
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year round in 1926, to that of today when it is completely
dry all year round.

It is interesting to note how the 1996 resource map bears
a startling resemblance to the topological map in Figure
6(a). This is clear evidence of the detail and knowledge
that communities command of their own resource areas

Historical events that have led to the reduction of water
resources and how this has adversely effected the
economic and social development of the area were further
highlighted in detail when the community were able to
produce a historical time line of the events in the area
dating back as far as 1934.

Figure 8 details the hist~ricaltime line and the
seriousness of the reduction in the size of the Libala
r’esulting in:

I) The loss of fish and wildlife.

ii) The loss of social laciltties such as schools.

iii) People migrating out ofthe area.

iv) The loss of traders in the area.

v) A reduction in livestock (in the dry season cattle travel
12 hours for water which results in receiving water every
I in2days).

— vi) The loss of vegetable gardens.

vii) An increase in waterborne diseases.

viii) Long hours spent travelling and waiting for water.

ix) The fall in water table levels and eventual drying up of
wells.
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A simple trend analysis was used by the community to
illustrate how a number of major it~dicatorshave changed
from 1926 t 1996, as reproducec in Figure 9. The
majority of these indicators have decreased in line with
the change in form of the Libala d ~eto a reduction in
water. The only two indicators to I ave increased were the
number of villages and trees. The number of villages have
increased as a result of the migration of people out of the
area which has allowed those..remaining to spread out into
the surrounding areas. The comm intty reported that the
number of trees in the Libala have increased as a result
and sign of continued drought. In past years of normal
rains and flooding of the Libala, trees would rot and are

Figure 8 : Histonial Time Line For The Kooma
Finuie 7(al. (k)- A~d(e): Hk~ooieaI~—---—- Of ~

And Mooka Areas
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unable to regenerate. The increase in number of trees in
the Libala is seen by the community as a key indicator of
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drought. Many of these trends, SI. ch as the increase in
trees, are backed up by the historical resource maps in
Figure 7 above.

Figure 9 : Trend Analysis For Majo ~Indicators Gelected
By The Mooka Communty

The pairwise matrix ranking technique was used as a
means to prioritise problems face ci by the community as a
result of a growing shortage of w~iter. A number of specific
problems were first identified and listed in matrix form. In
turn each of these problems were compared with each
other noting which was of highesi priority. Table I and 2
illustrate the results from a men’s and women’s group.

Table 1: Pairwise Matrix Ranking Results From The
Men’s Or~up.

The men identified the reduction f water in existing wells
and a reduction in the numbers o cattle and crop
production as their highest prioritised problems as a result
of a growing shortage of water.

- In4~o.,Ii,‘I • rst~iiru~q.i’lI ~wr

Table 2: Pairwise Matrix Ranking flesults From The
Women’s Group.

The women identified the reduction of water in existing
wells and the growing increase in disease and lack of
social infrastructure as their highEst prioritised problems
as a result of a growing shortage of water.

/

I’
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Combining the results from the two groups gives an
overall priority to the reduction of water levels in existing
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Table3: Final CommunityRankingOf ProblemsDueTo Water
Shortage.

The results of this prioritisation exercise clearly indicate
the major problem areas resulting frorri a growing
shortage of water, and would be used later by the
community when considering a number of possible
solutions and as part of the preparation of their action
plans.

During the course ofthe PRA exercise a number of
individual interviews were held with participants as a
means to explore in depth the extent and impact of the
water shortage problem, and its impact on day to day
livelihood security at a household level. Box I and 2
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summarises the results of two of these interviews,
highlighting a number of issues common amongst all
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those interviewed.

BOX I : Community Water UsesAr d Problems.
CaseStudyNo. 1: Irene Sitengu.

Irene lives in Musiya Village as p~irtof a household of
eight people. Water for domestic use is drawn from
Mokosi Village. During the rainy s 3ason (November -

March) water is collected from opon ‘ponds’ near her
village. From April to October wati ~rbecomes a big
problem.

On a typical day, say in SeptérnbE r, Irene wakes up at
6.OOhrs and walks to a well which is about a kilometre
away, where she waits for water. ~;he has to sometimes
wait up to half the day for water. Cn this day she was
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5.OOhrs and walks to a well which is about a kilometre
~wày,where she waits for water. She has to sometimes
vait up to half the day for water. On this day she was
ucky and only waited 3 hour~and was at home by
1O~OOhrs.Every day she has to goto ~hewell 4 times.
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l;ene uses water for drinking, cooking, cleaning plates,
)athing, brewing beer, food processing, and for
na~s~agingbodies when ill.~Thislist is endless when there
s ~lentyof water. On days when water is scarce it is only
jsed for drinking and cooking. ~
~mongthe problems that Irene faces due to insufficient
water in her household are, skin diseases (scabies) on all
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In light of the apparent difference in the traditional
management ofthe Libala that w~is highlighted at the
beginning of the PRA exercise, solutions and action plans
were developed independently b~the Kooma and Mooka
communities to suit their own mdi ~idualproblems, needs,
and abilities to plan, implement, ~ndmanage.

KOOMA COMMUNI1Y ~OLUTlON9~NDACTION PLANS.
The construction of a ‘problem arid solution tree’ was
used by the Kooma community a~a means to first
establish a structured overview 01 the communities
problems and identify possible project interventions given
by groupings of similar solutions . This was done by
writing a number of different prob ems on individual cards
which were then arranged on the ground in the form of a

tree connected by lines showing liow~oneproblem leads
to another. Then, by taking each of these problem cards
in turn, solutions were written on the back of the cards
and put back in exactly the same place in the tree. By
looking carefully at the final arrangement of the cards the
community drew around cards th~tt1werecommon to a
particular project intervention. Each ofthese clusters of
cards were labelled with a commtinity project intervention
that could attempt to respond to some of the communities
problems. Plate 2 shows the corn nunity constructing their
problem tree. Plate 3 shows the completed solution tree
from which a number of possible appropriate project
interventions were identified.

Plate 3 : The Constiijction Of The I ‘roblem Tree Cards
Using Individual Problem Cards And 9ticks
Connecting Problems As [heyLead Onto
Other Problems.

Plate 4 : The Completed Oolution Tee From Which
Appropriate Project lnterv rntions Were
IdentiI~ed.

The detailed results of the ‘proble ii and solution tree’ are
illustrated below in Figure 10(6) aid (b). Figure 10(a)
illustrates the problem tree and Fi jure 10(b) illustrates the
solution tree showing the clusters of similar solution cards
and possible project interventions
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Figure10(a) And (b) : ResultsOf The ProblemAnd

SolutionTree Exercise.

Without extemal influence or prompting, the Kooma
community were very easily able to identify the following

community project interventions:

• Water programme.

-~

-a

p

• Agricultural programme.

• Animal and human health programme.

Through discussion the Kooma community were able to

produce an action plan for the implementation of a future
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water programme. This
Box 2.

has be~nsummarised below in

BOX 2: Kooma Wafer Programmu Action Plan.
Dam
1) Work will be carried out on thE existing Sibandwe Dam

due to its central location and ~seby a number of
different villages.

2) The dam will need to.be wider ed and deepened.
3) Work will start in July to September after people finish

harvesting in June.
4) Five villages can use the d~mfor vegetable gardens,

namely: I) Mutoiwa. ii) Musiy3. iii) Kalokela. iv) Molosi.
v) Kooma.
Wells
1) All labour requirements will be provided.

F~L~ iait,~~
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IOX2.: Kooma WaterPrograthme Action PIan~t

I) Wdik Will be.cärried out dntlTe%astiñ~-SibañdweDam
due �6its ~dhfrallocation and use byi nuMber of
different villages.

~)The dam ~èillneed to be widened and deepened.
3) Work will start in July to September after people finish

harvesting in June.
I.) Five villages can use the dam for vegetable gardens,

namely: i) Mutoiwa. ii) Musiya. iii) Kalokela. iv) Molosi.
v) Kooma.
VeIls

1) All labour requirements will be provided.
~)Advise and technical assistance will be required and

sought. L
3) Wells will be deepened between May and October.
9 Six wells will be required at: I
) Posa.
i) Musiya.
ii) Molosi.
v) Champion.
i) Kooma.
ii) Kokwe.
5) Each of these wells will serve 2 to 4 villages.
3) Each village will be responsible for working on their

own well.:
3orehole •± -

1) If assisted~withbor~eholesthen they would be located in
he folloWin~Qáv~ ~t21~Xrc &

__ __i~a~na~—z”~- ~ ~
..— ‘.—‘. — ‘1, •.— - —.
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that the PRA team would provide whatever intervention
the community requested.

) Choose new sites instead of Lsing existing because
the side walls of existing well~tend to collapse.

2) New sites for communal well; should be used since
existing wells have been dug by individuals and if lined
their use will lead to conflict.

3) Selection of 3 new well sites o serve a large number of
villages at: i) Sikokwani. ii) Kanyoka. iii) Maimbwe.

4) Form a water committee whose members will be drawn
from the existing village man~igementcommittees. Will
supervise the construction of the new wells. Will
develop rule~and regulations for the future

BOX S: Mooka Action Plan For ThE Construction Of New Wells.

1) Choose new sites instead of u;ing existing because
the side walls of existing wells tend to collapse:

2) New sites for communal wells ~houldbe used since
existing weLlls have been dug bj individuals and if lined
their use will lead to conflict.

3) Selection of 3 new well sites to serve a large number of
villages at: i) Sikokwani. ii) K~nyoka.iii) Maimbwe.

4) Form a water committee whosE members will be drawn
from the existing village manag~mentcommittees. Will
supervise th~construction of th9 new wells. Will
develop rules and regulations for the future - -

management and maintenance of new wells. -

5) Work on digging wells iately, with a
~whowi H site to be

The identification and concentratic n of rural development
issues in ‘key resource areas’ sho .ild allow a combination
of interventions to develop in a mc re sustainable and

/
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holistic manner, with the growth of benefits seen and felt
over a period of time. In such delicate ecological
environments other crucial concerns such as
inappropriate land use, soil degradation, and deforestation
need to be very carefully analysed and taken into account,
and integrated into future overall programme approaches.
In the case of Kooma and Mooka appropriate
interventions need to look further than just providing a
water source, but in addition developing ways and means
of recharging natural water courses as a means to
sustaining and conserving future water resources.

The need for integrated water resource management
approaches will become even more crucial in the future as
water continues to become a sbarce and even luxury
resource to many communities! in their day to day lives. In
many instances interventions such as the sinking of
6oreholes and wells will do little to solve this water
scarcity problem. In addition it is approaches and
practices such as water conservation and water
harvesting techniques that attempt to raise water table
levels that will in the future dnsure an equitable share of
water for a variety ofwater uses and demands.

In such ‘key resource areas’ where the forces of nature
have created such harsh and fragile environments over
the years, appropriate interventions need careful planning
- for example it is conceivable that the provision of a
number of reliable water sources may increase the
numbers of livestock, encourage overgrazing, contribute
to soil erosion, reduce rainfall infiltration, an thus in time
reduce groundwater levels. In this way a short term
technological improvement may continue to cause
irreversible ecological deterioration, causing people to
continue migrating out ofthe area. New technical
interventions must be developed to find a new balance
within evolving ecological environments. In addition
appropriate solutions need to be sought that are
understood, controlled, and operated by local people,
even if this means, in the case of water, lower levels of
production and quantities of water.

The utilisation of appropriate participatory methods and
techniques should allow participating communities to
understand, visualise, and develop their own appropriate
solutions that are adaptable to their own complex social
structures. The PRAexercise at Kooma and Mooka is an
example of the need to understand the social dynamics
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that exist between communitie~living in the same area.
Conflicts between neighbourinçi communities, can very
easily be overlooked and misunderstood by practitioners
in their role as experts. The cor iflict that exists between
Kooma and Mooka in the use and informal ownership of
the ‘libala’ highlights this problens and those which could
occur should we as experts impose our ‘in good faith’ and
with ‘the best intention’ solution; such as indiscriminately
located boreholes and wells.

For CARE the next stage for thE~Kooma and Mooka
communities will be the facilitati n of the implementation
of their individual action plans. /ssistance will be given in
the formation and establishmen of V-WASHE committees
in these areas. The PRA exerpi~emarked the beginning
of a number of new integratec~d ~veIopmentapproaches

and practices for the area, such as the growth of the seed
programme, now running for the past two seasons, into
one that can continue independently through appropriate
community management mecha riisms. In addition
appropriate water related interve ntions will be introduced
that will be integrated withir a fr~imeworkof soil and water
conservation techniques, which themselves will relate to
appropriate land use and farmin~jpractices. It is hoped
that many of these approaches will help to reverse the
trends of recent years increasing the productivity of the
Libala, and increasing present le iels of household
livelihood security to a level of sLstainability that is able to
resist ‘shocks’ such as drought.

COMMERCIALISATION AND COM ~1UNITYPARTICIPATION :
COMPLEMENTARY OR CONTRADICTORY IN THE PERt -IJRBAN
AND RURAL ENVIRONMENT

With reference to the theme ‘Con mercialisation And
Community Participation : Compl~mentaryOr
Contradictory’. Without exception it goes without saying
that in its appropriate form, comrr unity participation is an
approach that must be adopted ir order to facilitate
community decision making in thE planning and
development ofappropriate watei related interventions
and their future sustainable develpment. However, the
question of commercialisàtion neds to be considered
very carefully, especially with reg~irdsto its appropriate
use in relation to different econorr ic, social, and
environmental conditions.
In such delicate environmental situations as those given in
the example of Kooma and Mook~,one would question
the appropriateness of commercialisation. Is it possible for
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The Orgariisation: Price Waterhouse
plays a
significant role providing
financial consultancy and
business advisory services
to the water sector in Zbmb~.
Recent ongoing assignments
include a tariff study at Lusaka
Water, capacity building in ten
local Governments under
URWSP, and the Southern
Province project designed to
deterniine the nature and
number of commerical utilities
to be set up in the region.

—% -t~

Tel/Fax No. 225809.228810.
~ 220778

• ~~22a7~&
~kt2rn
iouse
P.aaox 30942

.•~Lusaki�m~z

DEBATE SERIES: 2
TITLE : Participation in the Context of Commercial Utilities
DATE: 16th May 1996
TIME : 8:30 to 10:00

VENUE: Room I

Abøràct:,
Oa~}iècj1Ftt~of a cominer
cl~llj(Ik~norgaiil~ationwlthits
foOUs on profitability and finan-
cial vaibility accommodate
social objectives achieved
through cOmmunity involvement
relying on financial contributions

such as time, labour and peer
pressure? This debate looks at
the issue from the community’s
and utility’s point of view.j;~~j CommunityParticipationin theContext

Zdr~ti~j of Commercial Utilities

-o
‘-‘9

a

NMJ
0Sfl introducing the cast...

Richard Wood asMr Commercial Utility

Mainga Mukando as Mr Community ParUcipant

*1
Producedby Barbara 1-lanis

Directed by Nick Allen

91 0
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I ~tI More about the cast...
løSJ ____________

Nick Allen, a Cambridgegraduate and Chartered Accountant. rrode his
debut intothe water sector In Zambia when he directed the tanit study
the Lzisaka Water and Sewerage Company earlier this year. He Is also
currently directing the institutional and Ilnancial aspects of the ti asthility
study for establishing commercial utilities for 15 tovms in the So rtham
Province. In his spare time he Is the resident director of Price
Waterhouse in Lusaka with responsibility for all management
consultancy services provided to our clients.

Barbara Harris, a graduate Chartered Accountant, has been involved in
many productions in the water sector In Afnca during her 10 years based~
In East and Cenlrai Africa, pailicularty in Kenya, (National Water
Conservation and Pipeline Corporalron, Momtiasa Municipal Council)
ethiopia (Addis AbaSe Waterand Sei~wragaAuthority) and Zambia Of
particular interest to the Zanibian public is her recently completed tan?!
work at Lusaka Water end Sewei3ge Con~anyand her Involvement In
the institutional and financial aspects ofthe feas~llitystudy for
esiabuishnig commercial utilities for 15 towns fri the Southern Province.

1T~0~~~�i
jnd5a*a$Qn More about the cast....

lisr IQQ�J

1~j Sefting the scene...

Messrs Community Participant and
Commercial U - imeet under an acacia

ureoP a

financial
________ LJ~i

9~labouc aiid
0
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This is Richard Wood’s first major appearance In the water seclo in
Zambia, after a walk on role at Lusaka Water and Sewerage Ccc ~oany
His next role will be looldng at the financial aspects of the~easibi ty study
for establishing commercial utilities for 15 towns in tire Soulhen%
ProvInce As a Cambridge graduate and Chartered Accountant h made
regular appearances etAngtian Water in the UK.

Mainga Mukando comes to this performance straight from a major
long running role at Lusake Water and Sewerage Company where
he applied his financial skills In the tariffstudy. As a Zamblan
graduate in Political Science he plans to increase his involvement
In the water sector in Ihe future

tree to c
cc~

A
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I awon~i What are the characteristics of
1 mid Samaiiar I

~ community participation?

[ F—’ To install and operate appropnate water supplyr and sanitation facilities to suit the needs of agroup of IndivIduals

~. The need to have access (oreasier access) to
~Keymotivators water supply and sanitation facilities and thereby

improve the quality of life for the community

Philosophy J—i- Self help but on a collective basis

Sustainabilty of planned water and sanitationschemelfacilities

ft

1 NutonaiWjI What are the characteristics of a
and SamIaiion F

J:air-iaarin~rj commercial utility?

To achieve financial viability through thö
proviaion of water supply and sanitatiok

tiv~T]—*~ services to its customers (domestic and
business)

~~~tivat~J_—” Profitability end liquidity togefher with servIce
levels

Commercial business principles

~ Preset financIal and operational performancemeasures and targets

9!

features of commercial
community participation

• self help. coniniufllty based

managemeffl~

U communIty participants

-

U Informal and flexIble

—

access to and use of service

ft
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Mismanagenient of community

resources

a Power struggles

it No technical resources

~ Inability to pay for services

.i Inadequate maintenance

~ Vandalism and sabotage

U Officers elected and held accounts tile.
with rotation of duties

U Training of selected participants

U Link cash payments to revenue eai ntng
and deduct at source

a Value non financlalç

U Peer pressure

T~’,7J~7~“What proof is there that commercial uti
are successful?” asks Mr Community

:‘::~~1!~iParticipant

lities

U Current approach Is not workIng

a Commercially run organlsattons exIstsuccessfully
elsewhere

U Chipata Water and Sewerage Company

U FeasIbIlIty stud lea

- U Commitment from the GRZ through WSDG

ft

---F e’~ix)

I ~2 Key distinctive features of commercial i~~il

Lh1~be9~J4n~utilities and community participation ~

Technologyj

C may range Irom simple to a tends to be basIc, simple ~nd
sophisticated systems - piped unsophisticated - water
networks pumps, boreholes. pit lab Inn

population served

Ia large scale usually in urban areas U small scale, often in rural
areas, sometImes In

- pen-urban areas

ft

neia~Lwaior “Community participation always faiis” says ~] and arnut,o,n Mr Commercial Utility. “Not always” retorts
Lt~!~JMr Community Participant ~ ~

e Community involvement required I om
the outsetandthroughouttfiellfe iifthe
scheme

I

ft
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I HMflW~ Cf community participationand commercial utilities can
andSaiteijan F be successful what issues should be addressed for

them to cooperate successfully?

J’aymen~

tfl
“We don’t have much
c-ash butwe do have
community spirit, time
and muscle power’

te1

“We need to make a
financial return so we
must recover our costs at
a minimum”

ft

~Whatshould the basis of the charges to the community
u4Sajliauon ~jr~en~Jbe?

spare parts $Vlarglnai costsl

rnatenals and equipment

direcl transport casts

I’ ft
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trechno1og~
impact on costs of installation and operations

Consistent
with that ofiCre~~~
to Clfs customers - ntenancelAbl,~flOmaintain the schemelfacililiea

Leve/ ofstart up support ~ Costs of maintenance
Types and volumes ofstocks Technical skills

Stock holding costs ~ Training needs
Ability tomanage n isoumeLevel of maintenance support Communlcaten

Am~nand management time
- Employee skills SelfheJ~with

emphai Is on
Communication

commercial principles with financial return on~ :~

I 1~Z~1if community participation and commercial uthi ties can
~be successful what issues should be addressei I for

C~1990Ithem to cooperate successfully?

fechnologyj

*
“We know our
requirements, what we
can afford and our
technical and managerial

~ ability to build, operate
)~~fand maintain the scheme”

‘It impacts our skills base,
our manpower ieveis, our

- stocks and our abiiity to
~ integrate our system with

i~the community’s at a later
~iF date” ft

F What services andsupport does the community want
w,dsan,laQon

and what is the commercial utility prepared to o fer?

designplanning and

equlprnenl

-~

repairs and maintenance

I
constructi n ft

i~w~1If community participation and commercial utlliti ~scan
I t.a sinit~a I be successful whatfactors should be addressedfor
L~”~~1~ttthem to cooperatesuccessfully? —

Demands of the community flu—
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DEBATE ~ERIE~: 2
TITLE : Ownership Issues in Rural ~PtIatersupply
DATE: 16th May 1996
TIME : 8:30 to 10:30
VENUE: Room 2

In the urban sector, it is relatively easy to describe the
major potential benefits of the coinmercialisation of water
and sanitation services:

• financial savings to customers Lhrough economies of
scale; greater efficiencies throi~gha focus on core busi-
ness; pricing reflecting on the true gist of supply; and
~reater:access to expertise (te~hnical,financial etc.; bet-
ter allocation of capital investment of scarcity; improved
customer service; and improved leading to further im-
provements in efficiency, quality and service.

These benefits accrue because ci the concentrated
population in urban areas, econo ilies of scale, the high
numbers of customers willing anc able to pay for good
water and sanitation services, the availability and
willingness of skilled staff to work in an urban water and
sanitation organisation etc. Thes� same factors enable
customer groups to become esta~)lishedin urban centres
and for these groups to participat~in planning and
implementation, to make sure that service levels are
continually improved, that pricing is reasonable and that
any investment decisions are supported by the
community. An interesting example of complementary
(partial) commercialisation and cc immunity participation is
that of the Ad Habab communal v,ater supply system in
Keren, the second largest urban area in Eritrea (case
study 1). Indeed, it has been fourd that in order to ensure
the long term sustainability of waler and sanitation
schemes in Eritrea? there must b ~community ownership,
rather than just participation.

However, even though urban centres are an easily
identified; vocal and demanding ~omponentof the water
and sanitation sector, they compr se only a very small
percentage of water consumption. Let us now consider
that larger and more direrse dbmponent, the rural sector.
In Eritrea, the following factors apply in its rural areas:

• many nomad : communities:
resettlement of returnees after he liberation in 1991;

Abstract:
Abstract for GTZ regional meeting
l’Conimerciallsatiori and Community
Ownership in urban an~Rural areas
of Eriiylea

Commercialisatiori recjuires an
enterprise to market its services to
potential customers to achieve cos~
recovery, at a minimum. This is just
one approach which can be used
clu ring reform in thewater and
sanitation sector, others being
contracting out, corporatisation
mci pprivatisatiori. Like all
9overnrnent reform, the primary
)bjective o-f changes in the water
~d sanitation sector is long term
7u1’lic benefit.
The purpose of this paper is to
examiiie the type of comriiercialisa
tion currently occuring in
Eritrea,and1o icientify, where
mppropriate, mechanisms for
;ornmunity participation and
wriership, both in urban anclancl
ural ar~as.

The Organisatiori:
The ministry of Water, Operation
and Maintehance in Par es sala~m,

Tanzania co-ordinates the
Improvement of water operation
throughout the country arid the
introduction of a commercia
approach. -

TellFax No:
Address: P.O. ~ox2000

Pares Salaam,
Taiizania
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limited water resources;

• very poor communities;

• high levels of water borne diseases;

• new administration (new country, new Government);

• low level or non emstent infrastructure;
and rural communities often paying far higher prices for
water, to private vendors, than do their urban counter-
parts.

In these communities, many of the conventional concepts
of commercialisation are not applicable at this mometlt.
However; the people are prepared to pay a reasonable
price for their water’ as; long as the technology is
appropriate to their situation and that they are not liable
for prohibitive establishment costs. So there is usually a
~artnershipbetween the Government (through an
implementing agency such as the Water Resources
Department), a donor organtsation (which ces the
planning and implementation of a scheme) and the
community which will benefit from tha~scheme. Many
rural communities (see case study 2) are now involved in
water and sanitation schemes where partnership
approaches to the planning process, the siting of facilities,
the type of scheme chosen and the operation and long
term maintenance of the system are seen as the only
solution to the problem of providing a sustainable service
for the rural people. Indeed, the continued operation and
maintenance of a system by the community itself, using
contributions both of cash and kind, is usually a
requirement of any agreed partnership project. Hence,
commercialisation, in a limited sense, is perceived as
being integrally linked with community owners up.

Overall, then, in Eritrea there are innovative approaches
being; made in water and sanitation provision. While
these are not commercial in the strictest economic sense’
the approaches comb}ne “pay for use “ principles along
with “ability to pay” and community ownership in every
aspect of a scheme, from planning through to the actual
operation and maintenance of the service. Such a
practical solutim could well be called a compromise’ since
complete cost recovery is not sought’ but this downplays
the very real advantages in its application to providing
improved md (partially) commercialised water and
sanitation to both urban and rural communities in Eritrea.
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BRIEF HIGTORICAL OUTLINE:

Modern Eritrea came into being during the European
colonial period. Prior to this time different peoples
occupied Fritrea but no one cont oIled the entire area.

• Ptolemic Egyptian [3rd centur B.C]

• Axumite Kingdom [1st - 9th cei~turyA.D.]

• The seven Beja Kingdoms [ 8th - 13th century A.D.1

• The Bellou Kingdom [13th - 1E~thcentury A.D. 1.

The Abyssinian Kingdom [14th . 18th century and 19th

century A.D.]

The Siennnar Kingdom [6th - 9th century A.D. I

Aclal sultanate [ Sth - 6th century A. D.]

WESTERN SM

GWNEA 81S . IROUT~

•1

r .. - .. . -.
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• Aussa Sullanate [6th -19th century A.D]

• Ottoman Turks [16th - 19th century A:D.]

• Egypt under Muhammed Ali [8th century A D.]

1869 —1890

talian rule; Decree, oreating Eritrea on January 1,1890.

1941 — 1952
During World War II, defeat of the Italian army British
protectorate of Eritrea

1952
the United Nations resolution of 1950 federating Eritrea
with Ethiopia went into effect.

1 961
Begin of armed struggle for independence Ethiopie’s
emperor, Haile Sellassie, unilaterally dissolves the
Eritrean parliament and annexed the country in 1962

1974— 1978
A coup in Ethiop~Iaended the rule of Emperor Haile Sell
assie

In 1978, faced with the new scale of warfare, the Eritrean
Peoples liberation front [EPUF]made a strategic
withdrawal.

1978-1986
Eight major offensives by the Derg against the
independence movement. All ended in failure.

1988
The EPUF captured the headquarters of the Ethiopian
army EPLF fighters moved into Keren Eritrea, second
largest city.

1990
in February; the EiPLF captured the port of Mitsiwe’
[Massawa]

1991
The EPt F liberated the entire country in May and
established the Provisional Government of Eritrea.

1 993
Referendum in; April, 99.8% of voters in favour of
independence.
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May 24, Eritrea became a fully ir dependent state

May 28, the country was admittei to full membership in
the United Nations as i:he 1 82nd member nation

June 2, full member of OAU

September 7, member of the 1G4\DD

October 22, member of the ACP EU

1994
On July 6, Eritrea became a member of the IBRD/IMF

BRIEF HIQTORICAL OUTLINE

Like most other African States, Eitea came into being
during the European colonial period. Prior to this time, a

number of different people occupied present-day Eritrea,
though none of them controlled the entire area.

Some of these people established powerful kingdoms.
Among them were the Axumite K ngdo~n(1st - 9th century
A.D.), the seven Beja Kingdoms ~8th- 13th century A.D.)
and the BelIou Kingdom (13th - 1 ~thcentury A.D.).

Over the centuries, other kingdoms and empires also
established outposts or exercisec control over various
parts of present day Eritrea. These included the Ptolemic
Egyptians (3rd century B C.), the Sennar Kingdom (16th -

19th century A.D.), the Abyssinian Kingdom (14th - 18th
century and 19th century A.D.), ife Adal Sultanate (15th -

16th century A.D.), the Aussa SuI~anate(16th - 19th
century A.D.) Egypt under Muhanimed Ali (18th century
A.D.), and the Ottoman Turks (16~h- 19th centuryA.D.)
significant events in recent Eritre~n history are outlined
below.

1869 - 1890
All of the area now known as Eritrea was gradually united
italian rule. The king of Italy issued a decree creating
Eritrea on January 1,1890. -

1890-1941
During this period, the borders of Eritrea were gradually
demarcated and defined by protoc:ols, conventions and
threaties between Italy, Britain, Etilopia and France.
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The boundary between Eritrea and Sudan was negotiated
on 15th April, 1891, 7th December 1898, 1st June 1899,
16th April 1901 and 15th May 1902. The boundary
between Eritrea and Ethiopia was negotiated on 10th July
1900 and 16th May 1908.

The boundary between Eritrea and Djibouti was
negotiated on 7th January 1935. Italy established an
administrative structure and a transport and
communications network in Eritrea, and Italian settlers set
up planations and industries.

1941 -1952
During World War II, the British defeated the Italians and
established a protectorate over Eritrea. Eritrea became an
important centre for British and American operations in
the region during the war. In 1952 the United Nations
r’esolution of 1950 federating Eritrea with Ethiopia went
into effect The resolution ignored Eritrean’s desire for
independence but guaranteed them some democratic
rights and autonomy.

1961
Armed struggle for independence began after years of
peaceful protest against Ethiopians violations of Eritrean
democratic rights and authonomy produced no
improvement in a deteriorating situation. Using armed
forces, Ethiopia’s emperor, Haile Sellassie, unilaterally
dissolved the Eritream parliament and annexed the
country in 1962.

1974-1978
A coup in Ethiopia ended the rule of Emperor Haile
Sellassie, replacing it with a military junta, called the Derg.
The Soviet Union began supplying military aid to the Derg
for warfare against Eritrea. In 1978, faced with the new
scale of warfare, the Eritrean people Liberation front
(EPLF) made a strategic withdrawl from the cities which it
had controlled.

1978 - 1987
In this period the Derg launched eight major offensives
against the independence movement. All ended in failure.

1988
The EPLF captured Afabet, headquarters ofthe Ethiopian
army on the north-eastern front in Eritrea. EPLF fighters
moved into the area around Keren, Eritrea’s second
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largest city. In the face of thesE losses, the Ethiopian
army withdrew from several cities and towns in the
western lowlands.

1990
In February, the EPLF caputrec the port of Mitsiwa’e
(Massawa). The EPLF offered lo open the port for relief
aid shipments but - because of Derg objections and
continued bombing, shipments iid not start until January
1991.

1991
The EPLF liberated the entire c)untry in Mayand
established the Provisional Government of Eritrea.

1993
In April, 98.5% of registered vot~rsturned out for an
internationally monitored refrenc~um.

The result was a resounding vote off 99.8% in faviour of
independence. The head of the Jnited Nations observer
mission said the referendum wa; “free’anc~fair at every
stage”. Other observer groups cnfirmed this assessment.
On May 24, Eritrea became a fu ly independent state. On
May 28, the cound was admittec to full membership in the
United Nations as the 182nd me’nber nation. On June 2, it
became a full member of OAU, (in September 7, of the
IGADD, and on 22nd October ofthe ACP-EU.

1994
On July 6, Eritrea became a meriber of the IBRD/IMF.

CAGE 9TUDY 1

AD HABAB COMMUNAL WATER

SUPPLY SYSTEM, KEREN, ERITREA

Ad Habab is one of the zones of Keren, the second
largest urban area in Eritrea.

About a quarter of Keren’s 60 00() people live in Ad
Haban, a hilly area with few amenities: on roads, no
electricity and, in Iggi, no water supply. The nearest
water was 2 hours walk away froii Ad Haban.

At that time, the community had ~43000 birr at its disposal
and decided to allocate 20 000 bi~r to the MartyrSt
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children fund and the remaining 23 000 bin to building a
water reservoir.

The necessary access road was built by the community
on a voluntary basis. No less than 300 people worked
each sunday for 3 hours, and the road was completed in
15 months.

An additional 15 000 birr was collected and a local
(Contractor agreed to build a 113 cubic metre reservoir for
35 000 birr)

Upon inspection by the town engineer, the reservoir was
redesigned, and a new contractor asked for 46 000 to
build this stronger structure.

Extra assistance was provided by former residents and by
t~Jnicefwho allocated 600 metres of PVC pipes to the Ad
Habab zone.

The community completed the digging and back filling on
a voluntary basis ~ndthe system became operational in
July, 1994.

From the beginning, an 8 man committee ran the project
and continues to do so to this day. Three employees,
including one woman, work at two water distribution
centres in Ad Habab, each of which had 6 water taps.

Water is bought from the Keren water supply
administration for 0.5 birr per cubic metre and sold for
0.05 birr per jerry can at the taps. The money is being
used for operation and maintenance ofthe system.

Even though there are problems with the present system
(e.g. only 30% of people in Ad Habab benefit, general
water shortages), the community is very positive in its
attitude to the service.

Benefits include the lact of vandalism, better service,
pertial commer~iaIisation,generation of employment and
the high degree of community ownership.

“HOW DO THEY TAKE OWNERSHIP ??
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I No ownership is transferred to them after the completion

of projects they are the owners from the start

BUT:

It is at the peoples own idea anc initiative (demand driven)

It is without government interference

It is with Government facilitating and providing

Training for O&M

Provide some engineering and rraterial inputs (subsidy)

A transfer of ownership is not neessary, they

are the owners from the start, du~to the fact

that the township was the ‘buyer’ of the project.

• They are the planners themseI’~’es

• They place the contracts for pkinning

• Engineering, and the building cDntractor.

CAGE GTUDY 2

Eritrean rural water supply and environmental sanitation

programme (ERIWESP)

The majority of rural people in En .rea have no access to a

safe water supply and no sanitation facilities

This results in a broad range of hualth problems including
diarrhoea, Malaria, schistosomiases.
Many rural people, usually women and children, spend
much of their day walking to and queuing at water sources.
ERIWESP is a one year project, jointly funded by UNDP
and Unicef.

ERIWEGP’C PRI MARY OBJECTIVEG ARE:

1. To review and evaluate Govern ment plans, policies and
strategies for water supply and environmental
sanitation projects; -

2. To establish groundwater and surface data bases;
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3. To train counterpart staff in data establishment, policy
and programming;;

4. To establish guidelines for proper development of
RWSS; and

5. To produce reports on the ERIWESP objectives, short-
and long-term ssectoral policies, strategies,
institutional development and a national action
plan for programme implementation.

ERIWEGP’G POLICY PRINCIPLEG

These were formulated at a planning and programming
workshop held in Asmara, 16-20 April, 1996. Participants
included UNDP and Unicef representatives, invited
experts from other African countries, people from the
r,elevant ministries in Eritea as well as people working on
current rural water supply and environmental sanitation
programmes in Eritrea (including Technical, Financial and
Social workers).

1. Water is a basit~human need

2. Water and environmental sanitation development

should be demand driven (that is, from the bottom up)

3. There should be equity (both geographic and

social-economic) in basic service provision

4. Community empowerment should be a priority

5. Water and environmental sanitation should follow an
integrated approach

CURRENT APPROACHEG TO PROVIDING 9UGTAINABLE
WATER AND GANITATION GERVICES IN ERITREA

• Partnership among government, donor and community,
starting with the planning process

• Agreement on location of services and types of
technology

• Appropriate pricing of services

• Community responsibility for long-term operation
and maintenance of schemes

• Community ownership of services
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CONCLUGION:

Community ownership, compler riented by Partial
commercialisation, has great acvantages in the provision
of effective, efficient and long-term water and sanitation
services to both urban and rural communities in Eritrea

THEGINDA & THE HANDING‘DVER CASE

1993:
All Mayors of all towns expect the capital town had a
meeting and resolved to raise the tariff. The water
supplies were still Government cwned at that time.

In practice, no Mayor and no Town-assembly was raising
the tariff.

1994:
The ministry of Local Government informs the 16 towns,
that their water supplies are to be run autonomously
under the umbrella of the town rrayor, running separate
accounts, and that no government subsidy in cash for the
budget, nor in kind by providing riaterials will be provided
in the future.

1995:
Due to the responsibility and the owers conferred:
each town according to economic situation of their
inhabitants has adjusted the tariff; to at least the
break-even point.
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DEBATE ~ERIE~: 3
TITLE : On-site Ganitation in Pen Urban Gettlements
DATE : 16th May 1996
TIME : 10:30 to 12:00 hrs
VENUE: Room 1

/IIANUS COFFEYASSOCIATES LTD
WASTE MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

K1E~perRoad Ta1IagJ~l,Dublin 24 Ireland
IrdematI3nal Code 353 - I Tel (0!) 451118814511929 Far (0!) 451 9604

Fain Report

Abstract:
Research carries out over the
past 15 years into on-site sani-
tatiori has shown the neee~for
a mechanical latrine emptying
system which:

can reach into areas with
different access

• can suck out the dense
wastes found in Latrine pits

• can transport; the wastes
away for disposal

~ isfully sustainable without
any undue dependence on
imported equipment and
spare parts

This paper will describe work
on latrine pit emptying which
has been carried out in
~otswana,Kenya and
Tanzania in the past and on-
going research project in
Kenya with relevance to many
other African countries.

The Organisatlori:

Manus Coffey Association
Ltc~, -

Tei:+~5~(01) 45111&&,
- 4519S04

Address: Kiltipper Road,
Taliaght,
Dublin 24, Ireland
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UNCHG(Habitat) VACUUMTUG LATRINE EMPTYING VEHICLE

BACKGROUND

The UNCHS (Habitat) Vacuum Tug Latrine emptying -

system is the culmination of 14 years work involving the
World Bank/UNDP Technologi Advisory Group and
government aid agencies frorr five different countries.
Early developments included the BREVAC high capacity
vacuum truck, the MICRAVAC specialised latrine
emptying vehicle and the MAE ET manually operated
latrine emptying pump. The studies showed that although
each of these systems has a rle to play, none of them
fulfilled all the requirements.

UNCHS (Habitat) requested pi oposals from a number of
consultants for an effective so~utionto the problems of the
overflowing latrine pits in unplenned urban areas where
access may be restricted and 3ffordability and
sustainability are of prime con~ern

Manus Coffey Association Ltd put forward a proposal
which was accepted by1UNCHS (Habitat) for a latrine
emptying vehicle which wo~iIdmeet the following
requirements:

• Reach into areas with difficult access including travel on
rough ground and access to pits via narrow tracks be-
tween houses.

• Suck out the very dense wa;tes found in latrine pits.

• Transport the wastes from ft e latrine pit to a disposal site
or to a main road for transfe to a larger haul vehicle.

• Provide a mustainable latrine emptying service which is
affordable by low income co~nmunities.

• Have a low enough capital cost to enable the local entre-
preneurs working in unplann ~durban settlements to enter
this service area.

• Be capable of local manufa~turein developing countries
with a minimal dependence ~nimported parts.

VACUUM TUG LATRINE EMPTYI ‘JO VEEICLE

The VACUUM TUG latrine emDtying vehicle is pedestrian
controlled with a maximum speed of 5 kph. It consists of a
two wheeled tug unit attached to: an articulated vacuum
tank with a capacity of 500 litres of sludge. A sliding vane
vacuum pump evacuates the t3nk for sucking and
pressurises the tank for dischs rge wherever gravity
discharge is not practical (e.g. for discharging into a
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tanker truck). The 5 hp (3.7kw) engine uses a vee belt to
drive either the vacuum pump or the wheels of the tug unit
as required. The vee belt drive enables any locally
available 5 hp air oooled engine to be used and the
wheels and axle are made from commonly available car
parts. Used car parts may be used where available.

The only part of the machine which may have to be
imported is the vacuum pump and perhaps the hoses but
these are low cost items. The vacuum pump used on the
prototype costs around US $ ZZO ox Italian factory.

A prototype VACUUM TUG was manufactured in Ireland
with a total material cost of US $ 1 690 including a new
engine, pump and hose pipes and fittings but using used
car wheels, rear hubs and remoulded tyres. The
manufacturing times were around ZOO man hours using
s’imple tools readily available throughout the world.

The prototype trials are under way at Kibera on the
outskirts of Nairobi in association with a local NGO the
Kenya Water for Health organisation (KWAhIO). Kibera is
an un-planned settlement of around 350 000 people. It
has been found that typical round trip times to travel to the
latrine site, suck up a 500 litre tanker load of wastes and
travel a short distance to the disposal point are in the
order of 40 minutes. A fully sustainable latrine emptying
service can be provided at a cost of around US $ 3.0 per
500 litre tank load.

LOCAL MANUFACTURE

The Vacuum Tug is designed for local manufacture in
developing countries. It is intended that following
completion ofthe trials in Kibera, a local manufacturer
should be sought in Kenya and provided with full
specifications and detailed drawings of the Vacuum Tug.
Technical assistance may also be provided to make any
minor changes necessary to suit the local availability of
engines and oar parts. Local entrepreneurs will be
encouraged to provide latrine emptying servioes in Kenya
using the Vacuum Tugs and suitable agencies will be
sought in other countries around the world who will
purchase a trial machine from Kenya and will encourage
local NGOS, community groups or entrepreneurs t provide
a sustainable latrine emptying service on a profit making
basis.Drawings and technical assistance can then be
provided to encourage local manufacture ofsubseauent
vehicles.
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IMPROVED LATRINE DEGIONG

Typically each person will produce between 40 and 50
litres of sludge per annum. Thus where dry pits are used
with good ground conditions where there is no ingress of
ground water 500 litre tank load ~houldprovide a latrine
service for a family of 10 people lbr one year.

It has been traditional in many Atican countries for deep
latrine pits with a capacity of perl~aps S m3 of wastes to
be used on the basis that they wi I not require emptying
for perhaps ten years. Thus, wherever a reliable latrine
emptying service can be made a~’ailabIeit becomes
practical and much more cost effi?ctive, to consider the
use of small family sized latrine pits with a regular annual
emptying service instead of the traditional large pits.
Precast concrete latrine pits could be mahufactured with
only : fraction of the materials co~tsof conventional lined
pits and would be light enough to be man handled into
place. Designs sre available from Manus Coffey
Associates for such pits

CONTACTG I

For further information on this project the following may be
contacted:

Dr Graham Alabaster, Technical Cooperation Division.
3NCHS (Habitat) P.O. Box 30030, Nairobi, KENYA.

Telephone: + (254) 2 621 234 Fax: + (254) 2 624 263
e-mail : graham.alabaster@unep.no

Manus Coffey, Director, Manus C )ffey Associates
Limited, Kiltipper Hoad, Tallaght, Dublin 24 IRELAND.

Telephone: + (353) 1 451 1155 Fax. + (353) 1 451 5634
e-mail : consuIt1~indigo.ie

NATIONAL WATER AND 8ANITATIO~ FAIR, LIVINGGTONE
Ist - 17th MAY1996.
ON GITE GANITATION IN PERT-URB~NGETTLEMENTG
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PAPER PRESENTED BY WANUS COFFEY OF M NUS COFFEY
ASSOCIATES LTD
BACKGROUND.

The 1980’s Decade for Water and Sanitation was initiated
in 1982 with the setting up of the World Bank/U DP
Technclogy Advisory Group (Tag) and started off with a
target of providing affordable sanitation for 1.6 billion
people around the world. By the end of the Decade it was
estimated that 600 million people had been provided with
services but the targe had been increased to 2.0 bilion.
Thus the services were not keeping up with the problem.

VENTILATED IMPROVED PIT LATRINES (VIP)

A lot of early work was devoted to rural sanitation
problems in the hopes that by improving conditicns in the
rural communities people would be encouraged to remain
in their home areas and relieve the pressures of urban
migration Early work by the Blair Institute in Zimbabwe
included the development of the Ventilated Improved Pit
Latrine (VIP). However, whereas in a rural area these
systems can be constructed ~.Jsinglocal materials and the
householders own labour and wI~enthe pit is full it can be
abandoned and a new pit dug alongside, in a congested
urban environment all the materials must be purchased
and transported to the site. Frequently there is simply not
enough space to take to build a new latrine.

DOUBLE COMPARTMENT PIT LATRINES

The Double Compartment Latrine, also developed by the
Blair Institute, enabled a latrine to be constructed which
could be emptied by hand when it is full. This system
however requires more space than the single
compartment VIP and involves a much higher initial
investment by the householder for the second
compartment which may not be required for four or five
years. The Double compartment latrine produces a
compost material which is of values in a rural arsa but has
no valus in a pen-urban area where the people do not
have gardens. Thus this system has seldom proved
effective.

MECHANICAL LATRINE PIT EMPTYING.

It was recognised early on that for urban and in particular
pen urban situations, some means of mechanically
emptying pit latrines when they are full would be required.
The World Bank/U DP Tag, together with the International
Reference Centre for Wastes Disposal in Switzerland
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(IRCWD) initiated a series of trials in Botswana in 1983
into the problems of sucking out the wastes from latrine
pits.

BOTSWANA TRIAL

Machines from all over the world were brought to
Gabarone for the trials including conventional septic tank
emptiers from South Africa and Italy a high powered
vacuum tanker from Norway, the experimental BRSVAC
tanker designed by the British Building Research
Establishment an engine driven ~umpfrom the U.K. and a
manually operated pump from Zii,babwe. The trials
showed that none of the system~then available could
combine the requirements of:

• Reaching into areas with difficult access

• Sucking out the dense and ft ixotropic wastes found in
latrine pits

• Was affordable by low income communities

• Was sustainable in the c~unt~rieswhere it was required
with a minimum dependence on service and imported
parts.

However, the technical problems of pumping out latrines
were clearly defined during the B)tswana trials and my
company, who had been working on similar problems in
Trinidad, were asked by the Tag o develop an
appropriate latrine emptying vehi~le.We started by
studying the conditions in a numi er of pen urban
settlements on the outskirts of N~irobi and drew up a
specification for the “Micravac” Ia rifle emptying vehicle.

MICRAVAC LATRINE EMPTYING VEHICLE

The first prototype Micravac was ~nanufacturedin the U.K.
with support from Norwegian, Irisl~iand British aid
agencies. The Micravac can travEl over rough ground, has
an overall width of 1.75 metres (cmpared to 2.5 metres
for conventional truck tankers), a tank capacity of 2.0 m3
and a road speed of 30 km/hr. It ~lso has the low tank
height, high pump capacity and p~imp protection features
essential for pumping dense sIud~)eand costs around one
third the cost of the BREVAC and other high capacity
truck mounted vehicles. The Micravac is powered by a 32
hp (24 Kw) diesel engine.

In 1987 trials were set up in Klbera township a periurban
settlement of around 220,000 people at that time, near
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Nairobi. A local NGO, the Kenya Water for Health
Organisation (KWAHO) were later supplied with a
Micravac vehicle by Danish aid and started operating a
latrine emptying service. NairobI City Council then
obtained a number of vehloles which are still operating
and other vehicles are working in Tanzania, Lesotho,
South Africa, Malawi, HaIUI, SrI Lanka, etc.

MAPETLATRINE EMPTYING SYSTEM

Around 1989 Waste Consultants of the Netherlands
started study the problems in Dar es salaam where large
and costly lined pits are commonly used in an area with a
very high water table during the rainy season
Traditionally these pits are emptied by hand by people
who dig a ho~ealongside the latrine and then go into the
latrine pit with spades and buckets to dig out the wastes
~UIchare burled in the hole. This is an extremely
unpleasant and hasardous job and Waste Consultants set
out to develop a manually operated pump the MAPET to
enable this work to be done In a less hazardous way.
However, l~heMAPET pump still uses the old system of
burylug the wastes in a hole alongside the pit and,
particularly In high water table areas this Is considered an
unacceptable practice by many people.

Unfortunately the very dedicated Dutch person
responsible for the development of the MAPET pump, Jan
Van Ouden, died around 1992 and no further
development of this system has taken place to enable it to
transport wastes from the latrine pits to a disposal point.
Small hand pushed tanks can be used for very short
distances on level ground (perhaps 200 metres or so) but
the MARET pump cannot transfer the wastes from Its own
200 lItre tank into any larger tank at a higher level for
transport over longer distances. Thus the MAPET system
Is only relevant for a very few situations. This system
costs around Us $ 3,000..
Requirement for alternative system
A lot of lessons had been learnt during the trials in
Botswana, Kenya, Besotho and Tanzanian Iucluding:

• The technology of sucking latrine pit wastes is now well
documented and it is possible to make effective machines.

• Whereas In 1988 the population of Kibera was around
220,000 this has now increased to between 350,000 and
500, 000 (no one Is quite sure which estimate is right). The
area of the settlement has not increased but houlng den-
sities have increased greatly in Kibera as well as most
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other such areas Thus, whereas in 1988 a vehicle with a
width of 1.75 metres could reach within hose distance of
around 36% of the Kibera latrinefi by 1996 this vehicle can
only reach perhap6 50% of ft e latrines and a much more
manoeuvrabie system is reqi ired.

• In both Tanzania and Kenya t iere is a “willingness to pay”
quite high charges for a latrire emptying service. Thus a
fully sustainable system can in theory be set up.

• Where a latrine emptying send ice is available people using
individual household latrines are quite happy if around 1
m3 of wastes Is removed anc do not require large pits to
be fully emptied.

• The Micravac requires very little maintenance during the
frst two or three years and car ~howsubstantial operating
profits during this period. However, the City Council and
wGo agencies have so many ~mands on their resources
that they are not able to retain these profits for when they
are required in three years ti ne or so. The lack of man-
tenance requirements is often accompanied by a lack of
regular servicing so that eventually the machines need
major overhauls. Thus when it is necessary to refurbish
the engine after perhaps th~e~yearsthe funds are not
available and the system is nt sustainable.

• A quotation from the local Liser engine dealers in Narobi
for refurbishing the engine on ne machine was more than
three times what the engine I ad cost new in Europe due
toths monopoly situation on spars parts and import duties.
Although the parts can be oblaned through the manufac-
turers of the Micravac in the L ~K.this involves the compli-
cations of obtaning import lice nces and foreign exchange
and neither the City Councils nor the WGO,s are accus-
tomed to these procedures

• Although only one third the cost of sophisticated latrine
emptying vehicles, the Micra~’ac,at around US $ 35,000
is still outside the reach of the small entrepreneurs who
are providing services in townships such as Kibera Thus
the hoped for privatised Iatrin~emptying services did not
materalise for low income communities except in South
Africa where the private contr3ctor is working

NCHS (Habitat) INITIATIVE
As a result of all the lessons learned since the original
Botswana trials the United Natic ns Centre for Human
Settlements (UNCHS/Habitatl requested proposals from a
number of consultants and agencies for the development
of an alternative latrine emptyin~jvehicle My company put
forward proposals for the “Vacu im Tug” system which
can:
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• Reach into areas with very difficult access including trav-
elling over rough ground and nart tracks between houses
down to 1 1 metres wide

• Suck out the dense wastes found in pit latrines

• Transport the wastes from the latrine pit to a disposal site
or to a main road

• Transfer ths wastes where required into transfer tanks at
ground level or mounted on a truck

• Provide a sustainable latrine emptying service at cost
which is affordable by low income communiti

• Has a low enough capital cost to enable local entrepre-
neurs already working in low income areas to provide a
latrine emptying service on a profit making basis.

• Can be manufactured locally in developing countries with
a minimum dependence n imported parts.

VACUUM TUG LATRINE EMPTYING VEHICLE

The Vacuum Tug latrine emptying vehicle is pedestrian
controlled but provides its own power for pulling it sslf
along at speeds of up to 5 kph. It uses a 5 hp petrol
engine to drive the vacuum pump or the tug wheels as
required and tows a 500 litre trailed tank behind it. It can
turn within its own length and has an overall width down to
I Im The engine uses a “vee” belt to drive the pump and
wheels so that any readily available small engine can be
fitted It uses standard car wheels and tyres and can be
made using second hand rear wheel hubs and brakes
from almost any small car The only item which may not
be available locally in any developing country is the
vacuum pump and this costs around US $ 220 from the
factory in Italy.

I made the prototype myself in Ireland with a total parts
cost of less than US $ 1,700 and around 200 hours of my
time using only ths simple facilities in my own workshop
which are readily available throughout the world. Trials
are now under way in Kibera and a workshop s planned
by UNCHS (Habitat) in Nairobi to discuss the results and
any. -

LOCAL MANUFACTURE.

The Vacuum Tug is intended for local manufacture in
each country where its use IS relevant. A small batch of
machines will be manufactured in Kenya by one of a
number ofsmall engineering companies who are
interested At this stage the cost has not been accurately
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defined but one manufacturer ha3 said that he would
expect to sell the machine for be ween US $ 4,000 and
S5,000 It is hoped that agencies from different countries
can then be found who will purchase and operate one of
these vehicles in each country on a trial basis and
drawings will then be provided to facilitate local
manufacture.

I will be available if required to a~sist any manufacturer to
make changes which may be rec uired locally following the
initial tests. Small changes may he required, for example,
to adapt the machine to take wh~iteversmall (5 hp) engine
is available locally with a good p~irtsand service back up.
Other countries in that region will then be encouraged to
buy a single vehicle from their neighbouring country with a
view to following with local manu ~acture

It is also hoped that each countr~will share its
experiences with other countries through UNCES
(Eabitat) and in this way any tecl nical, operational,
sociological and other experiences will expand the overall
knowledge in this field building a pyramid of technology
transfer.

LATRINE DESIGNS FOE MECHANI(~AL EMPTYING.

Wherever a latrine emptying seR ice is provided
consideration can be given to the desig of future latrines
Smaller latrine pits for individual households may be
relevant. Typically a pit with a cai )acity of 1 0 m3 of
wastes will provide capacity for a family of eight people for
two years and there is little point in exceeding this
capacity.

The Botswana trials showed that latrine wastes up to two
years old are easy to pump but sedimentation after this
period increases the emptying pnblems considerably and
may require the addition of water and agitation of the
wastes prior to emptying. Thus a maximum two year
emptying frequency is recommer ded for easy
mechanised emptying.

DEBATE ~ERIE~: ~
TITLE : Volunteer Involvement in the Sector - Development or
Dependency?
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DATE : 16th May 1996
TIME : 10:30 to 12:00 hrs
VENUE: Room 2

Introduction:

Peace Corps is a United States Volunteer organization
that is dedicated to grassroots development and
economic growth in developing countries. At the request
of the host governments, Volunteers have worked in over
100 countries through out Eastern Europe, Asia, Africa
and South America Over the past 35 years, over 135,000
Volunteers have served in Peace Corps. During this
coming year we will be in 97 countries around the world

Peace Corps concentrates, however, its efforts on rural
development We emphasize on the transfer of skills to
host country counterparts and the use of appropriate
technology Volunteers are placed at grassroots level to
live and work with the people we serve Although Peace
Corps is a governmental organization we function as an
Non Governmental Organization (NGO), and we are
strictly Non political We a~eguided by three principles

• Help populations of interested countries to satisfy their
need for qualified manpower,

• Promote a better understanding of the Americans on
behalf of other people of the world.

• Promote a better understanding of other people in the
world on behalf of the Americans

These three principles have guided us into Zambia.

Zambia expressed an interest in Peace Corps in 1992,
and an Agreement was signed on September 14, 1993.
The first group of Volunteers who were in the Water and
Sanitation program arrived in January 1994. Currently we
have two programs since adding Community Health
Education. These two programs together are designed to
implement WASHE related activities comprehensively
With the addition of 29 new Volunteers, we will have 50
Volunteers serving in three (3) provinces within Zambia
(Eastern, Northern and Luapula) and two special
requested Law lecturers from the University of Zambia
school of Law

What will the new Volunteers do now?, ideally speaking,
once these Volunteers have arrived at their sites they will
try to integrate themselves into the community as much as

AL’stract~
U S F’eace Corps Volunteer
involvement in the water anc~
sanitation sector promotes
sustainaL7le c~evelopmentand
project ownership £7y the corn-
murlity participation This reduces
dependency on foreign aid
Volunteers provide human
resources for capacity b’uilclinig
in skills transfer to the comm-

unity, imp/ementing and
monitoring projects What
have we learnt during the
two and a ha/f years of
Itivo lye merit?

The Organiisation

l7eace Corps Volunteers
assist the community to con-
truct their own water and san-
itation facility, assist and teach
community health and
hygiene education related to
water reiated diseases.

Tel/Fax No: 26O377/2S~24~
Address: F’eace Corps

F.o ~‘ox31~17
Lusaka
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possible. This means we will spend the first few months
learning about our new environrr ent, learning about the
people and about the communit’,i itself, because this
becomes the basic foundation fo our understanding. After
gaining that basic and essential l:nowledge then we
attempt to work within existing development structures
(i e. water committees or resident advisory committees).
In the event that no developmen structures exists then
we try to become a catalyst behi id establishing those
structures The purpose in estab ishing a development
committee is to identify, prioritize and devise solutions to
the problems within the commun ty. We as Volunteers,
assist by facilitating a process th ~tleads to that end
When facilitating, the community should ultimately decide
two types of criteria before decid ng on the solutions to
problems

1) What tasks couict the community itself realistically
undertake without outside assistance

2) What tasks could the commur ity undertake that can
not realistically be accomplish ~cIby the community
itself.

Reference to the two sketches o ~i(PRA) UJifli ;the village
~ommunity

At this juncture, we Volunteers, can assist communities by
providing a line between relevan ministries and!
Organizations that could work in mutual cooperation
towards the communities’ goals. Additionally, if their
problems can be solved within the community, then
Volunteers can supplement skill~that already exist or
train people in new skills to creale long term sustainability
of development projects within cemmunities. Creating,
however, long term sustainabiIit~requires that we
integrate ourselves effectively mb the National WASHE
Policy within Zambia.

The restructuring of the Water Sector in the Zambian
Government and the formation oFWASHE committees
has provided Peace Corps Volunteers with an opportunity
to be involved at many levels, pr mary working in the
Districts and at Village levels.-Sc, we would like to briefly
outline where we as Peace Corps Volunteers can
potentially be used with regards .0 WASHE activities.
First, at the National level, Volunteers could facilitate
sharing of knowledge between National, District and
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Village WASHE’s. At the same time they can be additional
manpower (extension workers) in the field.

Second, at the District level, Volunteers would participate
in the training of the District WASHE Committees,
advocating the importance of District WASHE with
regards to water and sanitation activities within their
respective Districts Volunteers could also function as a
constant presence in working towards active, functioning
District WASHE Committees. In addition we can offer,
and/or participate in the transfer of information and
knowledge between the District and the Village.
Volunteers can also assist to improve management
documentation and organizational systems of the District
WASHE.

Thirdly, the last way Peace Corps Volunteers can assist
with WASHE activities is at the Village level Because it is
here where Volunteers live and work. At the grass roots
level they could promote an awareness of the WASHE
concepts while working with traditional leaders and
Zambian Counterparts in the formation of village WASHE
Committees. They can also assist with training Village
WASHE Committees to maintain water and sanitation
facilities and to undertake health education in their
respective areas. This is done primarily through Baseline
Surveys, Mapping of the areas, Water and sanitation
ladders, Prioritization of the village problems; problem
solving techniques; introducing record keeping or
accountability and any other participatory methodologies
that might be relevant to their specific areas.

Last, the Volunteers could inform Committees who could
therefore disseminate information regarding proposed
District WASHE activities to their committees. And
likewise this information would be reciprocated from
village level to the District Therefore it would be a two
way channel of information exchange.

As the WASHE concept is still new there is a great need
for the ideas and information behind it to be spread
through out the many players. This is where the
Volunteers can be an additional information channel,
assisting in the dissemination of this knowledge. As the
diagram shows there are many players and many ways
for them to interact

Reference to sketch number three.
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So where is all this leading Dependency or Development
??? Are we as Volunteers perpetuating dependency or
promoting development. It is probably a bit of both ?

When a foreign concept is introduced into a culture this
necessarily creates dependenc~’.

The recipient culture is handicapped by the need to be
taught by the introducing force

Once the culture understands the concept it has the
chance to accept or reject.

If the ideas are accepted the transfer of the technical
knowledge can empower the re ipients towards self
reliance.

Then the ability to implement thst knowledge is in the
hands of the communities who ~ ill benefit in the long run

We have heard how Peace Corps came about, its
objectives, where they~operatefrom and what they are
able to do, and their potential to integrate in WASHE
activities. But before I tell you what Volunteers are able to
do together with the villages communities, let me show
you some background information which should guide you
and judge whether volunteers in~olvement in the Water
and sanitation sector promotes d ~pendency or is actual
sustainable development.

Zambia’s Water and sanitation sEctor has experienced
some more that 30 years of GRZ’Donor funding
dependency

Lack of Community participation in the construction and
maintenance of water points. Thi~,has led to breakdown
of progress. There’s no ownership of the infrastructure.
There is evidence that many donor driven water points
throughout Zambia were done without the user input.

Water Policy, advocates that rura water and sanitation
should be undertaken on the basis of Community
Participation. However there is nc capacity at village level
to educate the community. They will continue to look
towards GRZJDonor for assistanc?.

Volunteers at Village site : At the iirst sight the community
look at the Volunteer in the village as a source of money
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or employment Communities are frustrated when they find
out that Peace Corps does not fund projects

The Volunteers find the 30 years’ dependency hang over
within the community. They encounter enormous
difficulties for the communities to listen to change

Actual Volunteer Experience

A few months later in the village, the Volunteers have
great potential and strategies (speaking the local
language and living with the community in similar
environment) They are quickly accepted Together with
the community identify, prioritize, plan and implement
programs

They undertake community development and assist in the
fprmation of Water and health committees where none
does exist They also help communities to raise
maintenance funds which is kept by their Treasurer
(banked) Volunteers train their counterparts in skills
transfer and these counterparts train more peoplein their
respective communities/areas They are facilitators.

As a result of this, now many communities in the areas
where Volunteers are placed are able to identify, construct
and maintain their own water infrastructures without
outside assistance

Typical examples of this achievement is in Nchelenge
District where communities now can construct their own
spring Boxes for sustainable, protected clean water
supply. The Volunteer who initially conducted the
community training has since left for the States, but the
work goes on.

I am of the view that if some one can train others of how
to build their own water points and live to maintain them
on their own, could happily call this development.

With the introduction of WASHE Concept, Volunteers can
assist in D/WASHE formation in many districts where
WASHE does not exist.

Before the presentation is thrown for the debate, wish to
refer to the two sketches that denote interfacing
(Networking) for dependency and anteraciring for
development.
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In networking, the problem is that if you remove one
component the whole system fails, while in the interacting
situation, if a segment is removei the remainder can
exist We (Peace Corps) are crenting a situation that
when Volunteers leave the community can continue to
build structures on their own thrcugh community
participation.

EXPLANATION:

Ladies and gentlemen, having looked at the two sketches
and listened to our presentation, we now invite you to a
debate/discussion on whether Volunteers are
perpetuating dependency or is it development’?.

On behalf of my other two collea ~ues,thank you all for
listening to us
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DEBATE ~ERIE~: 4
TITLE : Community Contribution in Rural Sanitation
DATE: 16th May 1996
TIME : 13:30 to 15:00hrs
VENUE: Room 1

I. CONTEXT

l.l Every year 2.5 million children die from diarrhoea that
could have been prevented by good sanitation, millions
more suffer the nutritional, educational and economic loss
through diarrhoeal disease which sanitation can prevent.
Poor sanitation has led to the infestation of nearly a billion
people, largely children, with a variety of worm infections,
with corresponding costs in health and energy. Human
excrete are also responsible for the transmission of
schistosomiasis, cholera, typhoid and many other
infectious diseases affecting hundreds of millions. Heavy
investments have been made in water supply since 1980,
but the resulting health benefits have been severely
limited by the poor progress in sanitation. Besides this toll
of sickness and disease, lack of sanitation is a major
environmental threat to water resource: systems and a
fundamental denial of human dignity’ (Excerpted from
“The Problem of Sanitation”, a paper prepared by the
Water Supply and Sanitation Collaborative Council’s
Working Group on Promotion of Sanitation March 1994.

2.0 WHY COMMUNITYCONTRIBUTIONS?

2.1 Community contributions are seen as an essential
outcome from a participatory approach to the
development of any rural sanitation project. Therefore if
such contributions are to be seen in this context, we must
ask ourselves, why is such a context necessary?

A more complete title of this debate Could be Community
Contributions as Part of a Participatory Rural Sanitation
Project’. -

2.2 In order for any community based sanitation project to
have a positive impact in a community, it must be seen by
the community as providing an answer to a need felt and
expressed by that community. It is often taken for granted
that a community is a homogenous group of people living
one area; people are often grouped together in terms of

THE ORGANISATION:

Irish Ai~has Leen involved in the
Water Sector in Zamb’ia since
19&~.Through a philosophy
supporting community participa
tion
irish Aid supports water
projects in five districts in
Northern Province in addition to a
sanitation in one district and two
urL7an water schemes

Tel~(04) 2215~0,2212S0

Address: Irish Aid ZamL’ia,
Northern Province Pevelopment
Programme, P 0. ~‘ox410221,
Kasama

Ab’stract:

• Why community participation?

• Nature of community
participation in a sanitation project

• Technology options for a community or
ented sanitation project

• Resource mobilisation/implementa-
tion strategies

• lnstitutionalsupportofcommunitysani
tation projects

• Strengths/weaknesses of
community participation in a

• Sustainability

• Community participation in
hygiene education component
of a sanitation project

• Gender aspects of a community oriente
saiiitation project
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ethnic/tribal origin, religious and social, cultural affiliations
etc.. In terms of a rural village in Zambia and elsewhere,
while most people fit into village structures in terms of the
above characteristics, people ar~also divided into
groupings such as those who ar~widows, married,
polygamous, single, orphans liviig with grandparents,
extended families etc. The capa ~ityof these units to
participate in a rural sanitation p~ojectoften depends on
their states (whether married, di”orced etc), and the
degree of support provided by a community to them
Community contributions within I he framework of a
participatory sanitation programme, can help strengthen
community structures and lead t an improved quality of
life for rural people.

2.3 Individual contributions within a community (grouped
together to form a community co itribution) towards a
sanitation project, is a measure of the value or worth a
community places on a certain irtervention Such a value
can only be ascertained through community dialogue
taking into account community r�sources In order for the
full benefits of a sanitation project to be maximised, there
should be full coverage within a ~‘illageand its associated
institutions Care needs to be taken that levels of
contribution agreed upon, do not exclude the poorer
members of a community from participating in, and
benefiting from, a sanitation projEct.

2 4 It can be argued that community participation is one of
the ultimate forms of decentralisEtion and privatisation;
Once people are e empowered to address their own
needs, dependency on governmE~ntdecreases, and
sustainable development emerge s. Community
contributions, as part ofthe partic ipatory process, help
bring about a realisation within ccmmunities that change
for the better is possible, but that such change requires
commitment. A Donor can only a~tas a catalyst,
supporting and encouraging local initiatives; as such, in
order for a rural sanitation projeci to be effective,
substantial initiatives must be encouraged from
communities. The outcome of such community borne
initiatives (of which contributions will form a part), will
further strengthen and assist corrmunities to plan and
implement other development prcjects in their
environment.
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3 .0. NATUREOFCOMMUNITYCONTRIBUTIONS

3.1 Community contributions should be seen within the
whole setting of community participation. A breakdown of
contributions which communities can be expected to
provide to a rural sanitation project include the following

• Time

• Labour

• Materials

• Finances

3 1.1 In order to integrate the planning and
implementation of a rural sanitation project into other
ongoing community activities, considerable time needs to
be set aside by villagers to appraise proposals related to
sanitation Any such project needs to compete for time
with issues such as food production and preparation’
health needs, other infrastructural improvement projects
etc. Due to the gender roles within rural communities it
may sometimes be difficult to meet with most
stakeholders in order to ensure that representative
decisions are made in a village. As most agriculture’
practices take place in the morning with food preparation
in the afternoon, it is not always possible to arrange
meetings with women in rural areas during these periods
In addition the seasonality of rural living tends to make
people more accessible in one season than in another. It
is therefore felt that time is a very important contribution
which (though often assumed) significantly affects the
quality of planning, implementation and management of
any rural sanitation project. Perhaps it would not be
altogether out of place to suggest that any
donor/institution intending to assist with a sanitation
intervention in a rural area, should first understand the
time constraints facing some communities, and might
even plan activities in line with a communities’ time frame
of activities, rather than in accordance with project
objectives

3 .1.2 In order for any sanitation project to be
implemented with maximum community inputs (thereby
increasing the sense of ownership and promoting
understanding of issues), it is necessary to fully; utilise
resources within the community. One of the most
available resources is normally labour, especially in male
headed households. Normally such labour can be utilised
for digging pits, preparing the superstructure, collecting
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building materials etc. The utilis~tionof village labour
should always be accompanied with appropriate, thereby
increasing capacity within villages. It is felt that the
production of slabs etc. within ri.. ral villages is an
achievable objective and as suci all latrine components
should essentially come from wi hin the environment of
the community. The planning of ~sanitation intervention
should specifically provide for th ~identification of ways in
which contributions from women can be focused. Where
households are headed by a wo iian and where the
labour input into a project may b ~significant, it is
important that such requirement~ido not prevent women
from benefiting from the intervention Rather than
imposing a solution on this probi ~m,it should be
recognised that there are a number of different
alternatives which can be considered, It is felt that the
most appropriate course of action would be to encourage
communities to identify and beccme part of the solution to
such issues

3.1 3 It is important that the cons ruction of sanitation
units takes full advantage of loca knowledge~and
materials. In order to make informed decisions on the type
of latrine most appropriate for a given area, local people
and implementation personnel m .ist recognised the
possibilities of utilising local materials in the construction
of latrines. Indeed the availability or otherwise of certain
materials may help determine the type of units which can
be most readily constructed lmplamenting agencies may
wish to supplement local materials, especially where the
quality of such may not be very god (e.g.. sand), with
materials brought in from outside the immediate
catchment area. In Chilangwa vill~gein Kasama District
where Irish Aid has been assistin~jwith a
sanitation.sanitation Project, 13 a it of 15 households
chose to purchase Asbestos roofi ig sheets rather than
using local grass as a roof claddir g material, even though
their houses were grass thatched,

3.1.4 The cost of a sanitation proc ramme can broadly be
divided into three categories namely institutional/project
delivery costs, material and Iabou~costs, and operation
and maintenance costs (IRC Paper 161. The often
tremendous financial constraints facing rural communities
must be appreciated by any funding agency planning to
get involved in a sanitation project. The level of poverty in
rural areas is one of the key factors negatively affecting
development initiatives. The World Bank has used an
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upper poverty line of US$ 370 per capital per year as a
cutoff, implying that anyone below this level is classified
as poor. Those who are very poor are defined as those
whose annual income is below US$ 275. In Zambia
approximately 55% of the population were categorised as
core poor’(this is a definition of people whose income is
sufficient to cater only for basic nutritional needs) In 1991,
and of these 75% were in rural areas (Reducing Poverty
in Zambia). The competing demands which communities
often face insofar as allocation of resources is concerned,
often make it difficult to contribute financially, thus
necessitating programmes to target (and cost) other forms
of contributions such as those listed above. Whatever
levels of contribution are agreed upon, the proportion of
income set aside should not lead to neglect of areas such
as health care etc. within a household.

3.15 In general terms, the financial resources within
households and communities in rural areas are
determined by factors such as;

• location of village, its relative isol’atiop from the main
District town etc.;

• Time of year, the amount of cash in hand varies consider-
ably from harvest season to planting season etc.;

• Type of agricultural practices favoured by community and
marketability of its produce,

• General climatic conditions prevailing in area, i e. whether
there is drought, flooding etc,

• Other developments taking place in locality and the finan-
cial demands of same on the community;

• Health of the target population i.e. the relative morbidity
rates within the community as a whole and the levels of
sickness experienced by individual households. This is
particularly relevant when the main income earner (5) fall
ill;

3.1 .5 It is very important that adequate discussions are
held with communities concerning all aspects of the costs
associated with a sanitation proposal. It is also important
to recognise that while a community may not have cash
readily available, the currency of agricultural produce is a
suitable alternative, and may be more readily acceptable
as a means of payment by communities than cash. The
issue of deferring payments until harvest time should also
be considered. The timing of a proposed intervention in a
community, and the community’s response to such a
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proposal can be dependent on the factors outlined above;
for example a community may express unwillingness to
participate in any such project a: one particular time of
year or in any particular year, whereas as the local
environment improves, it may be more eager to benefit
from the programme

3 1 .5.2 Even if cash resources ~re available within a
community, the competing demiinds on those resources
may determine the level of financial support people are
willing to provide to a sanitation intervention Such
contributions can vary from one household to another, but
are often dictated by factors such as

• Value placed on intervention ty community;

• Cost of intervention;

• financial arrangements for im~lementation,

• Amount of time institution/proj ~cthas spent with commu-
nity promoting the interventior;

• Previous’ experience(s) of con- munity with similar or other
related donor/institution relatei programmes,

4.0 TECHNOLOGYOPTIONS

4.1 Seen in the context of a participatory approach to
sanitation, the type of technolog~’to be adopted for a
community programme should u timately be decided upon
by the community This should b~facilitated by the project
through consultation, discussion;, use of models/visual
tools (e.g.. sanitation ladder) etc,. As in any construction
programme, it is often easy to see the construction
process as an end in itself, rather than as a means to an
end. Sanitation technologies sheuld be seen in the
context of an overall programme approach, aimed at
providing improved health in a community. As such the
importance of a well focused par :icipatory hygiene
education programme cannot be over emphasized. In
addition a learning approach sheuld be adopted when
designing sanitation units, where through monitoring and
evaluation, designs can be regul~rIyimproved upon. Set
against the background of optimum community
involvement in the programme, institutions/projects should
recognise the need for individula sing interventions so as
to make the technology affordabla and accessible to all
sections of a community. Thougl t should therefore be
given to introducing more than one option within a
community, for example interven ions aimed at improving
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existing structures through to constructing new facilities
should be considered.

4 2 Interventions aimed at providing minimum
requirements are listed below, and it is felt that these
technologies readily lend themselves to community
contributions as listed in the previous section of this
paper

• Pit Latrines (lined and unlined);

• Ventilated Improved Pit Latrines (VIP lined/unlined);

• Improved Pit Latrines (IPL lined/unlined),

• Twin Pit Latrine,

• Compost Latrine,

o Pour Flush (over pit or offset),

4 3 It is not intended to provide a description of these
units in this report, however some diagrams are presented
giving details of the above latrine types (see appençiix 1)

5. 0 RESOURCE MOBILISATION/IMPLEMENTATION

STRATEGIES

5 1. Table 1 provides an indication of the scale of the
problem facing planners wishing to improve current
sanitation coverage Coverage levels are often difficult to
accurately quantify, but insofar as global sanitation is
concerned, the UN estimated that in 1995, 2.87 billion
people had no sanitation. (Report of S G. Eli 995/87
8/6/95) In Zambia levels of coverage lie at about 30%, in
many instances however, the presence of a latrine does
not imply that it is utilised by all members of a family. In
many parts of rural Zambia it is not uncommon to see
villages of 20 households without any sanitation facilities.
The general trend in rural communities seems to suggest
a pattern of latrine coverage in more established villages,
while more recent villages take some time to construct
such facilities In addition the location of a village can
have a bearing on the no. of latrines it has; where more
intensive agricultural practices predominate, the removal
of natural vegetation including trees is noticeable. In such
instances latrines are often constructed more out of a
need for privacy than anything else. Insofar as the
benefits from a sanitation project are concerned, it is not
unusual for communities to adopt a project for reasons of
convenience, privacy, fashion etc. rather than for health
purposes
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5.2 Faced with the problem of inadequate sanitation
coverage and apparent inadequ 3te resources to solve the
problem, agencies often adopt the attitude of ‘having a go’
at solving the issues. This can IE ad to defeat from the
start and may even have a negative impact on other
efforts being promulgated for a solution to the dilemma In
order to effectively adopt solutio is to the problems
associated with inadequate sani ation facilities in rural
areas, implementing agencies a id proposed beneficiaries
need to realise the various issues involved in the
execution of a sanitation project There needs to be an
understanding that positive charge is possible, that
worthwhile improvements can be made when an effective
partnership of equals s develop?d In the context of the
promotion of community contribitions it is important that
communities realise the costs a5sociated with the
provision of the intervention, anc also the costs
associated with the lack of adeq iate sanitation It is often
easy to focus attention on the ccst of a latrine per
household with a promotion of it~associated benefits as a
means of introducing improved sanitation practices in a
‘~iillage.Just as inadequate watei supplies have a dost~toa
community (this can be measured in terms of time,
energy, productivity, health care costs etc), the cost of
inadequate sanitation can also b~addressed by a
community based sanitation pro~prammein a similar way
It is therefore necessary in order to maximise the content
and effectiveness of community ~ontributions,to set aside
resources for community mobilis 3tion exercises.

5.3 In order to optimise the outcc me of a sanitation
programme, much thought has to be given to
implementation strategies. The flow chart on the next
page outlines some of the critica areas which need to be
covered at the planning and impI~mentationstages of a
project. In order to carry out a programme in a logical and
sustainable fashion,the following steps should be given
particular attention:

• A sanitation programme should have a clearly defined set
of achievable objectives within the context of an overall
goal -

• The roles and responsibilities of community and support-
ing agency must be clearly set out and agreed upon by
both parties,

• The programme must be imple nented within a strategy of
‘inclusiveness’ i.e. ensuring that no household is excluded
for reasons of poverty, social status etc;
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• Capacity building within communities must be central to
the programme, a strategy for empowering people within
and beyond the context of the programme should be
developed.

• Monitoring and reporting pro~eduresshould be put in
place to ensure that a compruhensive evaluation of the
intervention can be undertakei This will also assist any
ongoing planning exercises an:] will help in the continuing
implementation of the existing project

• The hygiene education compcnent of the Project should
be designed in such a way as :0 induce rather than force
behavioural change

• The role of women in the project should be particularly well
planned for and formulated, and an attempt made to
integrate them into all aspects of project implementation

6.0 ADVANTAGEWDI9ADVANTAGEG OF COMMUNIW
PARTICIPATION IN A GANITA1 ION PROJECT

6 1 As was mentioned in the first section of this
Discussion Paper, community coritributions will be dealt
with within the context of commu lity participation It
should be understoàd that within the framework of this
paper, community participation d es not mean a passive
acceptance of responsibilities, bi t an active involvement
in all aspects of project activities As an environment is
created within which this can take place, people become
empowered which in turn leads to increased motivation,
assertiveness, self esteem, and capacity. In this regard
community participation should nt merely be seen as a
means to facilitate the construction of latrines but as a
means to improve the overall qu~lity of life within a
community.

6.2 It should not be assumed tha community
contributions within the boundark~sof a participatory
programme will ensure the success of a programme.
Community participation is only one ingredient of many,
all of which must coherently work together to form the
body which in essence constitutes the project. In order to
focus; attention on the weakness ~sas well as the
strengths of a participatory sanitation project, the following
points are presented;

6.3 DI~ADVANTAGE~
1. In rural areas where communit es are scattered and
accessibility difficult, participatory programmes require a
lot of time to plan and implement;
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2 Such projects can prove divisive within communities,
and traditional authorities can f�eI their power undermined;

3. Communities may not be willi ig to support
disadvantaged members: within the target group who may
become excluded from the prog amme. This can occur at
implementation and maintenance phases;

4 Some members of a village rr ay be forced to contribute
if most of the village, or even an inf luential figure such as
a headman instructs them to do so Making such
contributions may prevent a fair ily from making other
commitments, such as paying si~hoolfees, utilising health
facilities etc

5. The labour aspects of commLnity contributions can
place an excessive burden on women in villages’ and may
greatly add to their existing resp )nsibilities. This in turn
can have a negative effect on th~irroles within the home
and their capacity to look after c iildren etc;

6 Community particip~tionprog ammes can be viewed by
villagers as a way in which donors/institutions are merely
using them to carry out activities which communities see
as being the responsibility of the Government’

7. Community contributions can negatively impact upon
agricultural production within a village’ especially when
project activities coincide with p1 ~ntingand land
preparation times.

8. The quality of work, particular’y of construction activities
can be very poor due to inadequate skills levels within
communities and implementing Igencies.

6.4 ADVANTAGES
1. Community capacity is enhan’~edso that people can
more effectively manage issues Nhich concern them This
can occur through a more produ ~tiveuse of existing
resources (human, material etc.), or through a community
becoming aware of the possibilit es of resource
mobilisation in order to improve its quality of life.

2. Decentralisation of plannirrg a id decision making
processes leading to improved cDmmunication and the
utilisation of more appropriate te Thnologies;
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4 Increased potential for sustainability of intervention
since sense of ownership increases;

5. Intervention becomes ‘people focused’ rather than
‘project focused’;

6 Other interventions can be. readily accommodated
within a community on the basis of a successful
participation programme;

7 Specific attention can be given to gender issues within
the programme and a bias introduced towards increasing
the role of women in project planning, implementation and
monitoring;

8 Sense of partnership within the community and
between community and implementing body
enhanced/developed,

9 Opportunity given for individual members within the
community, who might otherwise be neglected, to hold
arid profess an opinion on an issue of communal
importance;

10 Potential to spread intervention enhanced since inter
relationships between communities can promote project
objectives;

11. Dependency on central Government decreased;

12. Potential for small scale business enterprise can be
developed

7 0 COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTIONS AND 9UGTAINABILITY
7.1 The issue of sustainability is often given cursory
attention in the planning and design of sanitation and
other basic needs projects. Sustainability is often
expected to automatically happen once the
implementation phase of a programme ceases and a
handover has been effected. The reality of the situation in
all countries of the world is that there is no sustainable
sanitation system; In more developed countries
particularly, the cost of maintaining sanitation systems
including waste treatment costs is extremely high. It
should be recognised however that there are degrees of
sustainability, and that generally the simpler the system
the more sustainable it is likely to be. In more advanced
sanitation systems, particularly of a communal nature,
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sustainability through maintenan~eis usually paid for by
Central or Local Government. In~ofaras rural sanitation is
concerned, the maintenance of whatever system is put in
place becomes the responsibility of the owner It is
therefore important that from the planning stage, the issue
of maintenance is considered an I that it becomes a topic
for discussion during the mobilisntion phases of the
project.

7 2 In light of the foregoing it is iriportant that community
contributions are not merely linkEd with the
implementation phase of a proje(:t, but also that
communities are encouraged to ;upport ongoing
maintenance and improvements to their sanitation
systems. What is of paramount importance is that
behavioural change continues arid is backed by
reductions in parasitic infections etc.,, In order for benefits
from any proposed intervention t be maximised, changes
in attitudes amongst all participaling partners is
necessary. ‘Against the background of increasing
populations, decreasing resources, increased levels of
pollution etc the Ministerial ‘Cont~renceon Drinking Water
and Environmental Sanitation, held at Noordwijk, the
Netherlands in’ March 1994 con:luded that Water supply
and sanitation decisions must be based on a dialogue
about the attitudes and needs of people in rural and urban
communities, and on what they c an manage, maintain
and pay for Behaviour at politics I and governmental level,
as well as in the water supply ani sanitation sector, must
change as required’ (Water and Environmental Sanitation
A programme approach on a ~ footing UNICEF/IRC
May 1995. Change takes time, and witnessing the fruit of
change can take even longer; V�ryoften projects with
short life spans of three or so ye~rscannot seriously
countenance the issue of sustair ability in their design.
Neither can long term sustainability be guaranteed simply
by adopting a component of institutional capacity building
within project design. Rather, a I~olistic and realistic
approach has to be taken, with e recognition that the
whole process of increasing suslainability is an ongoing
one, and requires long term commitment from all parties.
Some of the key questions to be asked in order to
optimise inputs and increase 1ev 31s of sustainability are
given below. This is not a compr~hensivecheck list but
merely an acknowledgment of the many factors needing
to be considered when approaci’ ing the issue of project
sustainability:
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1. How supportive is the macro environment to the
intervention7 Is there an overall policy framework within
which the sanitation project fits’? Is this framework flexible
enough to respond to the growing sectoral needs and
does it allow latitude in implementation strategies’?

2 How committed are relevant Government Ministries
through their Departments and Directorates to ensuring
that sanitation interventions are supported practically?
What budgetary allocation is made annually by ministries
such as Health, Local Government, Community
Development etc to support sanitation projects’? How are
health and educational institutions etc being
accommodated in the programme and what roles are staff
from these institutions expected to play in the project

3 What percentage of overall project costs are allocated
for social mobilisation, hygiene education and other
associated activities’? what percentage of overall project
costs will provide no discernible benefit to the community
(such costs normally include certain administration
expenditure, costs related to external support personnel
etc). What levels of contributions will beneficiaries be
expected pay and on what basis’?

4 How was the technology decided upon for the project
and what previous experiences have been recorded over
its use? Can this technology be replicated in the village at
a later date without any external support’? What
maintenance costs (in terms of finance or labour etc.) are
likely to be associated with the system and how will these
be covered’?

5 How was the hygiene education programme designed
and has it been tried elsewhere? How can behaviour
change be encouraged and be seen to occur after the
project has ‘flnished’?,

6 How have the roles and responsibilities of men and
women been define insofar as project implementation and
maintenance is concerned? How have children been
accounted for in project design’?,

7 What extension personnel are to be employed by/for
the programme and what post implementation activities
are planned? What training/orientation of programme staff
is being proposed and what are the expected benefits
(short and long term from such training) How will
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monitoring be conducted and hcw will resultant reports
feed the evaluation system?

8 What specific benefits are em’isaged by the project for
the communities from the intervention and what specific
benefits are envisaged by the ccmmunities from tine
proposed intervention’?,

9 How will failures (if any) be re ~tifiedin a community
sanitation project and by whom i e what if the technology
fails’ people loose interest durin~jthe programme,
implementation and support per ;onnel leave etc)’?

10 What is the economic situati)n like for rural
communities su~por~edby the p Dgramme’? is this
situation likely to improve or disiinp rove over the next few
years’?

8. COMMIJNITY ~o :R~uTI0N~AND GE[~DER

8 1 Just as the issue of sustaina )ility is often given
inadequate attention in the planr ing and implementation
of projects, so too~the issue of gi~nderis often given
meagre regard in programme. policies. This often stems
from certain assumptions being made about communities
along with inadequate planning kind preparations being
undertaken before the implementation stage of a
sanitation project. It may also st�m from the very large
gap which sometimes exists between gender theories and
the realities of life faced by rural ~ommunities,such that
the implementation of certain gender strategies becomes
almost impossible if not counter )roductive As in other
aspects of project implementatioi, various issues of
gender should be addressed within the context of the
community itself, and this could best be done by holding a
number of participatory meetings in selected communities
at which a number of issues including gender are tackled.
Therefore identification of inconsistencies in gender
issues within a village along with solutions aimed at
addressing these problems should substantially fall on the
community.

8 2 Irish Aid has proposed some key actions to be
incorporated in its water and sanitation activities (Draft
‘Irish Aid Policy on Gender orlar Operational Footing,
Feb. 1996) and these are listed telow:

+ Since water and sanitation are traditionally a female
responsibility, then women shoulJ be specifically targeted
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in such projects. This should not be to the exclusion of
men who should share responsibility for water and
hygiene in the family and Community.

+ Consult and involve women as well as men at the ear-
liest stages of water or sanitation project identification;

+ Train women to undertake non traditional tasks and
seek ways to gain men’s support for changed roles;

+ Provide leadership training to women which will promote
equal participation to men in decision making on water
and sanitation committees;

+ Ensure that technical staff engaged in water and
sanitation projects have an understanding of gender and
the capacity to incorporate women’s as well as men’s
n’eeds;

+ Consider how to ensure women’s ongoing control and
involvement once physical structures are in place. This
will invol’~jes~trengtheninggender aware local institutional
capacity;

+ Monitor and report on progress regarding impact on
and benefits to women and men.

83 One of the dangers inherent in addressing gender
issues within a community is that of isolating it as a single
issue, rather than placing it within the framework of village
life. This in turn can lead to misunderstandings and may
even prove detrimental to the promotion of the concepts
being forwarded. As women bear primary responsibility for
health and hygiene issues within communities, it is
important that such roles are enhanced by the programme
and due recognition of such given by the community. It is
also important that the capacity of women as equal
partners in the development of the village be recognised
and strengthened and that capacity building within a
community sanitation programme targets women as well
as men in traditional and non traditional roles.

8.4 As in the issue of sustainability, there should be
recognition by implementing agencies that change takes
time: often short term projects can become so
implementation and construction orientated that they rush
social mobilization, community awareness raising etc. to
the great detriment of issues such as gender. ‘Sanitation
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improvements concern men and women. Both categories
have their own areas of work, ne ads, responsibility and
authority. Gender roles are variable within cultures and
change over time. Therefore situ itional recognition of
men and women’s roles, the diffErences between public
and private roles and their interfsce is needed’ (Unicef:
Woman, Water, Sanitation - AAJ’4/94). Insofar as
community contributions are con ~erned,it would be
worthwhile for any implementing agency to consider the
link between the promotion of ge ider within a sanitation
project and the level and nature of such contributions. It is
felt that the integration of an appiopriate gender
component within a sanitation project can positively affect
community contributions and imp rove sustainability.

APPENDIX I

APPENDIX II
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TITLE : integrating Commercialisat on and Community Partici-

pation in pen urban water suppIie~

NORTHERN,PROVINCE OEVELonlnrr PROGRAJQIE

VILLAGE COtQWNIfl SANITATION

COST OF COMMUBIfl CONTRIBUTION PER FAMILY (InlEt)

MATERIALS QUWXIT! UNIT COST TOTAL COST

L Pan Bricks 1,600 1(40 per brick 1(64,000.00

2 Building Sand 3.5m3 K 9,600.00 K 9,600.00

3 Labour

U) Digging pits I pit K 5,000.00 K 5,000.00

(ii) Drawing
Water IC 5,000.00 K 5,000.00

(ill) Mi~ing
Britk1~aying

,

K30,000.OO K30,000.OO

(iv) Roofing
Materials 2 AS.B Sheets 2x1C21,000.OO K42,000.OO

Total tLS5,600
r~: ~ ~

COST OF PROJECT CONTRIBUTION

——

MATERIALS QUANTITY JIKEt COST tOTAL COST

Soft wire 12 metres 1(2000 K24,000

Roofing Nails 9 1(2,600.00 K32,400

Timbet 5 metres K2,800/ mt’ K14,000

Cement 6 pkcs K8,000 K48,000

Co-uforce Wire 1.Snts K6,000 K 9,000

Course
Aggregate O.O42~ 1(5,000 K 2,400

Uticklayer Trainer 14 daysx35O( K49,000 K49~OOO

Transport 25% K44,700 -~

Totals:
~ ~

F223,100
~ ~en
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DATE : 16th May 1996

TIME: 13:30 to 15:00 hrs

VENUE: Room 2

INTRODUCTION

The Lusaka Water and Sewerage Company is a
Company that was created from the Water Supply
Department of the Lusaka City Council in 1988. With the
increasing demand for water services in the city, the need
for an independent company to manage the Water and
Sewerage Services for the city was inevitable. The Water
Supply and Sewerage Department was allowed to initially
run as an antonomous department and later
commissioned into a limited liability Company.

BACKGROUND

When the responsibility for water supply was still with
Lusaka City Council which enjoyed government funding,
there has been a general relaxation in the Management of
the operations.

With Urban drift of ~helate sixties there was a proliferation
of squatter settlements in the city which was left unbated.
The result was the growth of unplanned settlements in the
perimeters of low density areas, planned surbabs and the
City Centre itself. This was the birth of the several
squatter communities which number up to 26 and have a
present day population of over 500,000 people.

The need for a basic water supply and sanitation was
realised in the seventies and the City Council then moved
in to provide water supply from public standpipes from
either the existing reticulation or isolated boreholes to
supply a limited reticulation. They also provided some
health workers to advise on the sitting of pit latrines and
solid waste pits.

The water supply was provided face of charge from the
standpipes and with improved conditions that seemed to
exist, where free water facilities were provided the
communities grew and expanded beyond the services
provided. The end result has been a seemingly reduced
service due to dermographic movements which the could
not cope with. A few of this unplanned settlements were
recognised by the council and some cosmetic upgrading
of the services was done but just fell short of a political
gimmick.

Abstract:
The Lusaka Water and
Sewerage Company has the

responsibility of supplying
potable water to the city of
Lusaka. One of the greatest
problems the company is
facing today is the supply
of water, cost recovery
and involvement of the
community in the pen urban
areas which have a
population of about 500,000
people
The company has put up a
policy to involve the
community in the
managemen1~of water supply
by promoting the water
concession/vending
schemes
The implementation of the
exercise ~nd the community
perception wilkbe
evaluated. A review of a satellite
ongoing water project based on
community participation will also be
presented.

The Organi~ation:

Lusaka and Sewerage
Company is a company born
out of the Lusaka city
Council’s water Supply and
Sewerage [)epartrnient.It
was created in 1988 to
operate automatically on
a commercial and
sustainable basis. Its
respon~sibiftty is the supply
of portable water and
sewerage services at an
appropriate economic level
to the 4ndustrial,
commercial and domestic
user in the Lusaka Local
~Authority recoiigniisecl areas.
Tel: 250666

‘Fax25257&
Adddress: F.O ~ox50198 Ridgeway

LUSAIcA
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The other medium density surba ~slike Matero, Chilenje,
Kaundà Square has their water rates embodied in the
house rents or assumed to be eribodied in rates as
nobody rashed them to pay for V later and Sewerage
Services. The result was a very IDw cost recovery and the
residents of most medium densitf unplanned settlements
have cultured their minds to asstime that Water and
Sewerage Services are free of charge.

With most ofour city’s populatior staying in the medium
and high density areas and withc Ut paying for the services
provided and with a reduced government allocation of
funds, the Water and Sewerage ieticulation was left with
very little maintenance and went into a state of dis-repair.

It was inevitable that the Council then conceived the idea
of creating a private limited liabili y company among other

things operate on a Commercial ~ndsustainable basis
through cost recovery and an ind3pendent management.

From the foregoing it’s clear that ~hefollowing was the
state of affairs and the challenge to the young Company:

1. Low Cost Recovery

2. Larger part of the community used to free services

3. Infrastructure in a state of dis-rBpair

4. Water and Sewerage Services over stretched by the
normal growth of the city and demand coupled with the
uncontrolled proliferation of unplanned settlement

5. Urgent need for Capital Investrient for maintenance
and increase of production capacities.

WATER9CHEMEG

The Company through the MLGH had to secure an ADB
loan on 40 million dollars to among other things:

1. Rehabilitate the distribution net ~vork

2. Rehabi’itate the Storage resenioirs

3. Salvage and drill new borehole ~

4. Change pumping units to majoi Booster Station

5. Install System and Revenue muters
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6. Install Status monitoring system

7. Install a Management Information System.

8. Construct additional Chlorination plants.

The project is still on going with over 50% of the work
done and has upgraded the system to a level where
planned maintenance can be realised. We now have a
reliable system to operated and stable ground water
production depending on water levels and able to
reasonably measure supply to most of our prime
customers.

In its continued eifort to increase water supply to the city
with more rellabil(ty, the Company took advantage of the
liberalised economy and promoted an investment scheme
t~duplicate the Kafue Water Works through private
capital.

An investment1seminar was held where leading investors
from the region and overseas, local business houses,
Zambia Agency and Citizens participated.

The response has been good and the proposals from two
consortium are being studied. More details will be
released a more appropriate time.

PERI-URBAN WATER GUPPLY
There are about 27 pen-urban areas (see chart) which
have had a level of service from the Company.

Realising this strain the Company Water Supply from
these unplanned areas and the zero cost recovery, this
Company had to prepare a pen-urban water supply policy
which gave guidelines on matters on pen-urban water
supplies. The policy identified that community participation
was the way forward in these areas and sort ways of
involving the people in the management of the water
supply and cultivate a sense of ownership.

THE POLICY

The policy recognises among other things that there is
need to promote the provision of decent water supply in
the pen-urban areas through:
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• Encouragement of the resid�ntsto play an active and
participatory role in the operat on and maintenance of the
water supply facilities within t~eir communities.

• Encouragement ofthe resider ts to safeguard
the water supply facilities agair ist wrong usage, vandalism
and thefts

• Encouragement of the residents to generate the neces-
sary funds for the operation and maintenance of the
facilities from user contributicns, non-governmental or-
ganisation, public and private )rganisations.

• Assisting the communities in frming water management
communities that are non political and would then liaise
with Lusaka Water and Sewer~igein all matters relating to
water supply.

• Assisting the communities in introducing a practical and
equitable method for cost reccvery for water supplied for

onward payment to LWSC whilst retaining a small profit
for their general Management.

LUGAKA WATER AND CEWERAGE ~UPPORT

The main sup~or~of LWSC is to

• Provide the bulk water supply .0 selected delivery points
in the pen-urban areas, subject to limitations depending
on the availability of water supply main or a borehole
capable of sustaining the needs.

• Provide financial assistance, subject to availability by
providing resources to construct public standpipes and
associated civil works on the si~lectedpoints.

• Provide wages to ward plumbE rs for the general mainte-
nance of the area a role which shall be phased off with
time.

• Maintain and operate the syste~nup to this
meter location.

THECONCEPTOFCONCEGGIONAUtE

To support the Pen-Urban waler ~uppIythe Company
promoted the concept of Conces~ion (delegated
responsibility), and under this arr~ngementthe following
were to be achieved:
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1. Lusaka Water and Sewerage Company prepared a
contract agreement to be entered into by an individual on
behalf of himself as a trader club, water management
committee etc with LWSC.

2. The concessionaire (Vendor) or licensed trader will be
responsible for the settlement of water bills on volumetric
basis as given by the meter reading.

3. The Company would install standpipes or other delivery
facilities as appropriate with accompanying water meters.

4 In case of any abuse of the system or breach of
contract the Company reserved the right to revoke the
concession licence.

5. The Concessionaire (Vendor) will be responsible for the
s’ecurity of the standpipes or other facilities and minor
repairs after the metre. The shall also be responsible for
good House Keeping around the standpipes and other
points °Tthe works.

CURRENTGTATUG

The concept of the concessionaire was launched in July
1995 and has been well received by most residents of
Lusaka’s pen-urban To date there are five Registered
Committees namely:

1. Sonadi Compound
This was registered on 10th August, 1995 with two public
stand pipes.

2. Ng’ombe Self Help Resident Development
Committee

This was registered on 20th August 1995 with five
standpipes.

3. Linda Water Management Committee
This was registered on 10th November, 1995 with twelve
standpipes.

4. John Laing Water Management Committee
This was registered on 5th January, 1996 with fifteen
stand pipes.

5. Chunga Water Management Committee
This was registered on 21st March, 1996 with four
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standpipes. The schemes have had several successes

amongst which are:

• Security provision

• Minor maintenance after the meter

• Some ability to collect some revenue

• Reduced vandalism

• Prompt reports on any leakag~sin the are~s.

• generally improved the image Df our Company in the light
of the communities themselves getting involved in cost
recovery and hence the company interfacing with the
committees.

However, the rate of settling the bills has not been
impressive and below is a chart :;howing date
commisioned,amount paid and smount outstanding

From the foregoing its clear that they communities have

an inherited problem of being:

• used to free services

• unable to collect revenue

• unable to account for money c )Ilected

We are however optimistic that with more dialogue and
persuasion coupled with tempor~ry disconnection, this is
a passing phase as the commun ties adjust to paying for
the services.
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DEBATE ~ERIE~: 5
TITLE : you are doing and HOW you should do if : the need for
parallel investment in research and training
DATE : 1996
TIME : 8:30 to 10:00 hrs
VENUE : Room I
ABGTRACT:
INTRODUCTION

There is an irresistible, almost addictive desire among
donors, governments and other players in the water and
sanitation sector for QUICK, VISIBLE results. In the
pursuit of these quick, visible results, “sustainability” is left
to take care of itself. We have had, and continue to have
many projects but few programmes. All I am saying is that
we can not have sustainable programmes without
calculated, deliberate investment in what I will call
“EDUCATION ~TRAINING~RESEARCH~~**.Some of you
will say but... .most ofthe projects have training
components. I put it to you That those components are
superficial and usually added as afterthoughts. The
projects therefore amount to hit-and-run interventions.
These “guerrilla” tactics can not be expected to provide
sustainable systems. Now, wait a minute

What is sustainability?

There is sustainability if....the benefits of the facility

continue to be realised over a prolonged period of time.

What are the key elements of sustainability?

• an enabling environment

• felt need and health awareness

• strong institutions

• supportive attitudes

• expertise and skills

• appropriate service level

• support services, O& M must be effective

• financial factors

Abstract:
There is an irresistible desire
among donors, recipient gov-
nment and other stakeholders
in the sector for oLuick visible
results: more running water
so more wells, hand pumps
and taps. The long term is
left to take care of itself. In
this rush for results, the real
foundation for sustainability,
training arid local research
are left to tend for them-
selves. Should we continue
along this path? Where is the
morality? Where is the prof-
esssionalisrn?

The 0rganisati~n~
Ehe Environmental and
Water Resources Engineer-
ing Group (EWR.EG) is a
fully fledged section within
the Civil Engineering Pe-
partment of the University
of Zambia. The group is
involved in teaching, train-
ing, research and consult-
ancy in Environmental En-
gineering - water, waste
water, solid waste etc.

e1: (01) 292884
Fax 2S~952
Address: Environmental &

Water Resources
Engineering
Group E7epart-
merit of Civil
Engineering,
UNZA,
I’.o Sox 32~79
Lusaka
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Now, one of the most talked aboi it elements of
sustainäbility is O&M but what is O&M? Operation is
the everyday running and handling of a water facility and
Maintenance involves the activities required to sustain the
facility in a proper and working condition.

** Education-process by which a person’s mind and
character are developed- through formal instruction in
school or college Training - a co~rse of instruction or
practice especially in a professioi’i or skill Research -

serious and detailed study of a subject that is aimed at
learning new facts, scientific laws, testing ideas, etc.

What are the constraints on effective operation and
maintenance?

• the focus on capital construction and expansion by gov-
ernments and support agencies neglects the maintenance
and upgrading of existing facililies

• inappropriate design and technology choice creates un-
necessary operation and mainlenance difficulties and in-
creases costs. Initi~Idesign rrust consider long-term 0
&M.

• often inadequate data for planning O&M. Data are re-
quired, for example, on causes of breakdowns and the
maintenance and repair costs involved. O&M can then be
planned based on field experie ice.

• management constraint - unski led staff

• poor funding/poor managemen.

• lack of training and understanding of maintenance proce-
dures leads to poor performance of O&M staff

EDUCATION-TRAINING-RESEARCH is implicit in most
of the key elements of “sustainab lity” as well as in the the
key elements of O&M which is its ~Ifan element of
sustainability.

Now, without exaggeration, there is a yawning gap in our
country today between the current status ofwater
services and the desired levels ol performance. The gap
can be narrowed if O&M is given ts due profile and
priority in the planning and mana~pementof water
systems. But, if I may ask, how c~tnO&M be given its due
profile without investment in
EDUCATION-TRAINING-RESEARCH?
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How can we have sustainable programmes without
parallel investment in
EDUCATION-TRAINING-RESEARCH? All we continue to
have are hit-and-run interventions in the “cycle of
ill-health” of our country. I put it to you that for as long as
EDUCATION-TRAINING-RESEARCH is not given its due
profile in the sector, we will simply be putting money down
the drain. We do not know what we are doing and how we
should do it.

What can we say about the water sector today?

Institutions Given the plethora of agencies that can claim
some say in the water sector, the simplest tendency has
beer~towards inertia. Hopefully, the on-going
re-organisation wilt address this issue. But one wonders
whether these institutions have the capacity to clearly
identify training needs. See table 1.

Research. Despite her early start in alternative

9nitation(with aqua privies in the 1960s), Zambia n~w
lags behind her neighbours in East and Central Afrida.
The few works that have been conducted do not paint a
good picture. In 1975, for example, the WHO and IBRD
jointly prepared a water supply and sewerage study for
Zambia. Unfortunately, this simply proposed vast
expenditure to extend waterborne sanitation wherever it
was needed, and the study rapidly became another
shelved report of merely historical interest.

Major councils, such as the Lusaka city Council(LWSC?),
have no research units worth of note.

This promotes a strong tendency to continue operating
along familiar lines, which have achieved some success in
the past. New developments are not given priority.

There is limited activity in the development of the VIP.
UNICEF and UNCHS have done some work in in the
development of sanitation technologies. The critical
problem still remains how to work out a sustained and
consistent approach to the development and
implementation of appropriate water supply and sanitation
programmes throughout Zambia. See table 2.

Education/Training.The raw aspect of education/training is
provided by our universities and colleges but there is need
to develop short, tailored courses for operatives and plant
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I

superintendents/managers. In this regard the professional
institutions/associations naturally have a crucial role to
play. The record so far has not b~enencouraging.

In order for us to break with this riot too impressive past, it
is imperative that an enabling en’dronment which
encourages sustainable systems through appropriate
legal provisions, regulations, education, information other
similar incentives is put in place. Clearly
EDUCATION-TRAINING-RESE1~RCH will be the
cornerstone of this transformation. There is a direct need
for parallel investment in EDUC14TION
-TRAINING-RESEARCH. Investrient is not only about
physical infrastructure... .which in rastructu re quickly
becomes white elephants anywa,’. Let us put a stop to
this madness. Let us act now!
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DEBATE ~ERIE~: 5
TITLE : Commerciatisation and Community Participation : Com-
plimentary and Contradictory
DATE : 1996

TIME: 8:30 to 10:00 hrs

VENUE: Room 2

Mr. Chairman, delegates
Thank you for honoring me with the opportunity to
address you on the creation of infrastructure for water
provision and the role of the private sector in this crucial
issue. This initiative has elected to deal with an issue
pertinent to the development p~tentiaIof the country and
its people. Saur international has the experience in the
~rovisionofwater over a period spanning 63 years and on
the continent of Africa business links extending over 35
years

Industrial development is sti~ed~withoutan efficient
affordable and reliable source of water. This is also true
for a healthy population. However, how can the state
ensure the supply of water to the largest possible number
of users at the lowest cost to the consumer and at a
minimum or if possible at no cost to the state.

There are two components to this problem:

• funding the capital investment for the development of
infrastructure

• paying for the service i.e. the running cost.

In experience of SAUR INTERNATIONAL these elements
are best dealt with in an integrated approach. to
guarantee the prudent use of donor funds and the
continued delivery of the service to the customers. The
interest of this approach for the state is as follows:

• The creation of infrastructure

• the efficient delivery of the service

• a tailor made package allowing for the particular circum-
stances ofthe country

• the assistance of privately owned companies to ensure a
speedy delivery of the service to the customers

Abstract:
Commercialisation offers
developing countries the bets
of two words:

The involvement of the
people, developing their
skills and rendering water
and sanitation services.

The management k now-how,
financial exper-lise and the
back-up of major cor-
porations such as SAUR
INTERNAL

case studies to be presented

he successful commerical-
isation of water services in the
Ivory coast demonstrates the
partnership between the state
and a private sector can gene-
rate the most favoui~able
environment for the develop-
ment and economic self
sufficiency of urban water
services and of community
involvement.

The Orgiiisation:

SAUR. INTERNATIONAL is
the largest provider of water
and sanitation services on the
continent of Africa and has
invested in such projects and
managed them ovei~ a period
spanning 35 years.

rel: 320 6866/67
P.o Sox 651525
Senmore 20202,
St. Floor Export~ House,
Cnr-West & Maude Sts,
Sandown, South Africa
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• the effective use of donor funds to assist in the estab-
lishment in the infrastructure fur water provision

In Africa water provision has oft�n been viewed as a
social service that has to be provided by the state on a
subsidized basis or free of charg ~. Modernisation of the
continent and the need for devel’pment are forcing
governments to treat water as a ~ommodityfor which the
users are billed and have to pay.

Aid to African states can be usec meanifully to enhance
the development of infrastructurE in collaboration with the
private sector. The donor comm~nity has an important
role to place in funding the infras~ructurefor water
resources. However, the donor c )mmunity need to be
assured of a continued service. F or the donor community
the importance of the structure set into place to manage
the service and to recover costs ieflects the achieved
development it has supported thi s constituting a
guarantee for it. Their support is channeled to the State.
which consequently benefits fran- the effectiveness of the
operations. The introductic~nof private sector managerial
practices at this stage can me~niigfully enhance the
capacity of the government.

• Government is relieved of the hurden and risk of manag-
ing, operating and maintaining the system that is trans-
ferred to a private, experience and professional operator.

• Value for money is assured eit -ier by competitive tender-
ing, or by the transparent negotiation of the operator’s
remuneration on the basis of proven cost plus profit mar-
gin. The tatter can reach to lower prices and a better
understanding, between the pa ~ties.

• Service, sales and revenue are improved asthe operator
depends on these for his renun’iuneration.

• Government receives revenue from sales for invest-
ment in the sector and for other purposes.

THE GELLINO PRICE OFWATER

For the service to be self financinq, the average unit
selling price of water must cover t ~efollowing:

State Part The management and! associated costs of the
supervising authority. I nvestn’rent mprovements,
extensions and major repairs to the system. Taxes, levies
imposed! by government and oth�r authorities.
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Operator’s Part The cost of managing, operating and
maintaining the system and supplies to customers. The
operator’s profit and tax liabilities.

The operator’s part is fixed by contract, often as an
average unit rate, with clear price revision conditions.

Collection of revenue from the water sales is the
responsibility of the operator, who retains the part relating
to his functions and transfers the rest to the state or
supervising authority.

If required, the investment part can be deposited directly
into a specific, state controlled account.

Due to the individual needs of governments various
institutional models have been developed that range from
~rivatisation,delegated management, concession to
“build, operate and transfer”, BOT. I have been requested
to concentrate on SODECI, our water company in
Abicljan, as an example of a concession contract.
However, it is instructive to ~eferto the other contractual
models to indicate the range of possibilities for
involvement of the private sector as well as to discuss in
detail the exemplary delivery of the water service through
SODECI.

PRIVATIGATJON
Privatisation involves the transfer of:

• Assets;

• The responsibility for capital investment;

• Management and! operations through the creation of a
company;

• Majority shareholding in the hands of the private sector.

There is no operating contract or time limit to the water
company’s control! of the water service. Ultimate control
by the State in the event of serious default is the threat of
withdrawal of its operating licence.

The British model is typical, with State regulation through
OFWAT the National Office of Water.

CONCEGGION(FRANCHIGE)
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This leaves the ownership of the infrastructure in the
hands of the public sector (State, Local Government, or
state asset holding company). T ~eresponsibility for
capital investment in the system, management, operations
and maintenance is given to an operator in terms of an
operating contract.

Concession resembles a franchi~ebecause of the
commitment to capital investmer t which amounts to the
purchase of the concession or license. That is normally
quantified in the contract. Owner ;hip of the newly created
and improved facilities transfers o the public sector at the
end of the contract.

The operator finances the followi ig working means
through water sales to customer~:

• Personnel and training;

• Offices and computers;

• Vehicles and equipmenft;

• Management organisation;

• Systems and running costs.

The concession must therefore b 3 long enough to allow
the operator’s remuneration to amortise his investment
and cover cost and profit. Conce~sionsin France
therefore typically last 20 to 30 yEars.

AFFERMAGEORLEAGING

This French word carries the con~eptof tenant farming.
Infrastructure ownership and ne~investment (the farm)
remains the responsibility of the ~ublic sector whilst a
private operator is given responsi Dility for the
management, operation and mair tenance of the system
(farming) under contract or lease for a set term.

The operator or “farmer” leases tI~efacilities and is
remunerated through the sale of his produce, water.
Although the operator does not need to invest in the
infrastructure he must provide his working means as
before and takes the risk for this i ivestment and for this
remuneration. Affermage contracis which are very
common in France, therefore typi~aIIylast for 10 to 15
years.

GERANCE ORMANAGEMENTDELEI~ATION
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The client takes the risk of non payment from water users,
although the operator’s remuneration can be performance
related.

The cost of the service is normally covered by the sales
but the separation of the operator’s remuneration from
revenue allows it to be subsidised from other sources if
politically required.

In France this contract typically lasts for 10 to 12 years

THE RECOMMENDED CONTRACTUAL ARRANGEMENT
FOR THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIEG

Experience is showing that Affermage or lease type
contracts are the most appropriate to the needs and
context of most African urban wathr services, for the
fpllowing reasons:

Government retains control of the essential political
functions:

• Sector policy;

• Ownership of the infrastructure and investment planning
and implementation, having access to funding sources
and favorable terms that are unavailable to the private
sector.

• Setting the selling price to the consumer.

• Sectorsupervision in terms of quality of service and main-
tenance through the operating contract.

“BUILD, OPERATE AND TRANGFER”, ROT

The BOT concept is a scheme that has been developed to
allow for a quick implementation of significant
infrastructure projects through mobilisation of private
resources.

A BOT project is paid by the end users over an extended
period of time at the end of which, the works can be
commissioned to the Authorities.

I shall not develop this subject which has been and will be
sufficiently treated by other delegates. Nonetheless, the
collaboration between the Authorities and a private
international operator for the rendering of the service may
be extended beneficially to a BOT approach for the
implementation of a related infrastructure. In this case, the
image of the private operator, the guarantee of the proper
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management of the service and the correlative securing of
the envisaged scheme will facililate the process and
assure the lending agencies of ~uccess.

EXAMPLES IN AFRICA
Faced with the economic and of en technical failure of
their services, several African st~tes,notably, Cote
d’Tvoire, Guinea, the Central African Republic, Gambia
and Sao Tome have restructured their water (and in some
cases their electricity) sectors alng the lines of lease type
contracts with a private operator

Senegal has recently selected S~URINTERNATIONAL
as a private water operator. Ghaia, Guinea Bissau,
Congo, Morocco and others are ~lsomoving towards the
restructuring of their water servic~swith private sector
participation

The ivorian model, probably the most successful in Africa,
gives an example of what can bE done.

THE IVORY COAST EXPERIENCE \

HISTORY

Until 1956 the water sector in Co:e d’Ivoire was managed
by the public sector with’ state SL pervision of local
authorities who managect their water services through
technical departments.

From 1956 several local authoriti3s leased the
management and operation of their services to EECI
(Energie Electique de Cote d’Ivoi ~e)the state owned Cote
d’lvoire power company.

In 1959 the French private water Dperator Saur (Societe
d’Amenagement Urbain et Rural) won an international
tender for the provision of water services for the capital,
Abidjan.

SODECI’s success led local auth)rities to lease their
services to it as an extension to the initial contract.

In 1973 a national water programme was launched under
the Ministry of Planning and tbe s3ctor restructured and in
1974, SODECT’s lease was extended to the whole
country making it the sole operatc r.

When the contract came to term ii~1987 a new, 20 year
lease contract was negotiated witl’i the Ministry of
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Planning, but had to be renegotiated in 1994 following the
100% devaluation of the CFA Franc.

SODECT’s lease provides for the renegotiation of its
remuneration as an average unit rate every five years.

INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK
The 1973 restructuring of the water sector led to a clear
separation between the political and the ownership
functions on the state side and the management and
operation on the private side, as illustrated! below:

The state determines water policy, supervises the sector

SECTOR
P,x1CY

/

and manages ownership and investment through the
Direction Central des Grands Travaux, (DCCGTx) the
Works Department of the Ministry of Works, Transport,
and Planning.

SODECI’s operating contract is with the Ministry.

SODECI in turn has service contracts with its customers

A separate Ministry of Economics and Finance, National

Water Fund manages the public debt.

SODEC1 listed on the AbicJjan stock exchange and has
the following share structure:
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Ivorian shareholders 45%

Total Ivorian shareholding 53%

Ivorian state 3%

SODECT staff(thro’staff

investmentfund) 5%

SAUR 46%

Total Frenchshareholding 47%

OtherFenchshareholding 1%

SECTORPOLICY

Two basic principles govern the Lrban water sector in
Cote d’lvoire since the 1973 restricturing:

Financial self sufficiency, wherebi’ the full cost of the

sector must be covered by revenue.
Uniform water prices nationally, sD that areas with lower
unit costs subsidise higher cost areas

SODECI statistics (1994)
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Capital 2 billion

CPA Frarcs 4 million USD

Numberof shares 400 000

Grossturnover

CFA Francs

29.6 billion

60 million USD

/

No. of towns& villages
served 409

No. ofcustomers 293 000

Cubicmeterproduced 106 million

Cubicmetersbilled 92 million

Total staff 1302 (1 per225 customers)

MANAGEMENT ORGANISATION AND POLICY

SODECI had to adopt a management organisation and
policy adapted to its performance and service obligations.
This implied changing the culture of the majority of the
staff who were largely transferred from the previous,
public’sector services and is based on the following:

• Structural decentralisation of commercial management
and related operations into clearly defined districts with
management autonomy anct pre negotiated annual tar-
gets and budgets. This brings management closer to the
customers and generates local commitment.
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• Individual accountability, through clearly defined job
descriptions, set objectives a ~d individual responsibility
with rewards and sanctions.

• Delegation of authority and power in the form of clear
contracts between the indivkkal and the supervisor lead-
ing to mutual commitment and efficiency.

• Tight control, vital to the context of decentralisation and
the considerable cultural and c )mmunity pressures on the
individual, is exercised throucih the strict application of
clearly defined and workable ~rocedures with
cross checking and the daily balancing offigures.
The separation of commercial client contact) and admin-
istrative (financial) functions.
No individual can be involved throughout the chain of
transaction or operation.
The exclusive use of women for certain posts, notably
customer reception, cash collection and] the store keeping
because of their generally better communication skills,
thoroughness and reliability.

• Close budget management, with the fixing of general
objective by General Managerr ent and the negotiation of
district and functional budget~b’y each manager con-
cerned with his superiors. Each manager has his budget
and vice versa.
Consolidation at this district arid regional level! leads to
the compilation of the corporate budget.
Key indicators allow a manager to monitor his perform-
ance daily, with immediate corrective action.
Monthly cost accounting statements confirm the
situation.

• Decentralisation of eIectroni’~ data processing using
local network, PC based system for close to real time
management with purpose dev?loped software.

Effective communication, both internal, through regular,
structured and informal meetings with concise and rapid
reporting, and external through m3etings, specific notices,
and media.

Training, representing 11.5% of tie 1994 personnel
costs, covers four areas:
-Professional training, which inclu ~esbehavioural and
ethical aspects.
-Specialised training in SODECI’s own training centre in
Abidjan.
Practical training overseas in high’y specialised functions.
Internal seminars generally relatin~to policy aspects.
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Motivation including:
Clear job descriptions and authority, negotiated targets
and budgets and personal accountability.
Incentives based on a fair assessment of the employee’s
performance against the pre negotiated objective, qualifi-
cations, conduct and the company’s overall results (profit-
sharing).
Social funds, including a solidarity fund for births,
marriages and deaths, an investment fund to help
employees invest and borrow and a company plan.
Sporting and cultural activities

GODECI’s achievements
The achievements of the company over the years is best
reflected by the following:

A billing Ratio of 86 - 87%

System + commercial losses = 13- 14%. This is the

optimum level one can econonically achieve.

• A collection raf’o from private customers and industry of

97 - 98%
Only 2 - 3% of private debt remains uncovered. Again this
is the normal, practical limit.

• High and consistent levels of individual productivity

For example: 300 readings per meter reader/day and

connections per plumber /day

SECTOR’ ACHIEVEMENTS

The following figures illustrate the success of the
partnership between the Cote d’lvoire Government
through the supervising ministry and private sector
SODECI since 1973:

[~ar 1973 1980 1994
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No. offuly
ectuippccl
Pistricts 3& 39 409

Length of
network
linearkm) 922

.

6000 10000

Numberof
customers 40 071 30478 293 000

Production
(000s cubic
meter) 43 326 90096 106 000

Volume billed
(000s cubic
meter) 35 528 72 065 92 000

Billing ratio
(%) 82 80 87

Averagebill
consumption 887 552 314

These figures reflect not only the jrowth of the sector but
also the education of the consumers in terms of water
awareness and economy.

An increase in efficiency has been achieved as the
different categories of tariffs have increased marginally
in the last 7 years.

Increase from October 1st 1987 tc Apri! 4th 1994
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Social tariff +0%

Domestic tariff +10%

Normal tariff +20%

Industrial tariff + 21%

Aciministration tariff +19%

This increase takes into account the 50% (devaluation of
the CFA franc.

CONCLURION
The Cot~d’lvoire experience demonstrates that the
partnership between the state and the private sector can
generate the most favorable environment for the
development and the economic self-sufficiency of urban
water services.

The state can concentrate on its prime political functions
as policy niaker, supervisor, owner, planner and investor,
whilst relieving itself of management, operation and
maintenance of the system to a professional, private
operator.

The lease type contract commits both state and private
operator to the economic success and expansion of the
service.
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DEBATE ~ERIE~: 6
TITLE : WASHE: Integrating Health Sector
DATE : 17th May 1996
TIME: 13:30 to 12:00 hrs

VENUE: RoomI

WASHE- INTERGRATING THE HEALTH SECTOR
1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 DEFINITION OF HEALTH

A complete state of physical, mental and social (spiritual)
well being of the individual and not merely the absence of
dis$ase or infirmity (WHO).

It is clear from the outset that to attain good health status
in any society, requires committed and combined efforts
of various sectors as equal partners. The health sector
alone cannot hope to make a significant impact on health,
therefore, if it opted to work independently of other sector.
Mutual cooperation is needed and this fact has long be~’en
recognition and deliberate efforts at various times made to
foster intersectoral collaboration. Examples of some of the
efforts have included the primary health care concept,
International drinking water supply and sanitation decade,
the earth summit e.t.c. and now the Africa 2000 Initiatives.

1.2 NATIONAL HEALTH POLICIES AND STRATEGIES.
These are being commonly refered to as the Health
Reforms and they set the tempo for multi faced
approaches towards good health.

Health perceived from the holistic stand point of the WHO
definition? the health policies aim at developing a health
care system that will “provide Zambians with equity of
access to effective quality health care as close to the
family as possible” one of the fundamental percepts of the
policies is the recognition of the prominence given to
intersectorsal collaboration.

Further the policies stress the importance of and shall
promote initiatives that make the individual take
responsibility for his own health. Some of the health goals
enumerated by the health reforms include:

• Achieving equity in health opportunities

Abstract
The generic state of Zambia,
the legal framework struc-
tures Support~ingits pro-
motion, present and future
options for creating sup-
portive environments for
health.

The Organisation:

Ministry of Health by its
nature and riiariclate has
the responslL7llityto pro-
mote arid protect public
health. To do this, it enacts
legislation, develops stand-
ards and supports institu-
tions and communities
develop and implement
health promoting prog-
rammes. Consec1uently, it

operates and directs
community based activities
under its directorate of
environmental health.
In addition the Ministry of
Health conducts and
provides health education
guidelines and produces
environmental sanitation
guidelines in so far as
water and sanitation is
concerned.

Tel: 238671
Fax 223435

Address: Ministry of Health,
F’.o Sox 30205,
Lusaka
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• Increasing life expectancy

• Creating environments which ;upport health

• Encouraging health styles whbh support health

• Supporting public policies whi~hsupport health

• improving individual and family health through efficiently
administered population control activities.

• To give direction, the policie~articulated the virtues of
leadership, accountability and partnership.

THE NATiONAL WATER POLICY
Formulated towards the end of 1994.The National Water
Policy by its nature addresses issues relating to water
resource use, to some extent mention of sanitation as it
relates to water borne is made as a matter of concern but
obviously it would be expecting too much to expect it to be
as elaborate on this matter as it s on water.

Sanitation in its general context 1 herefore needs a
separate policy framework to give attention to peculiar
elements encompassed~’init. Approaches require
definition and appropriate guidel nes articulated and
developed to encourage and promote broad sanitation
efforts

The aspect of community participation finds recognition in
the water policy and like the hea th reforms forms the
basis of community based programmes.

Clearly, the National Water Policy sets the tone for clearly
ellaborated guidelines on what may constitute rural water
and sanitation programmes, the slad institution and tile
type of support individual household wishing to improve
either their source of water or sa~itationshould expect of
the institution to set them.

2.0 WATERAND SANITATION SEF:VICES
2.1 MAJOR ACTORS
Predominantly there are two majDr actors in the water and
sanitation sector distinguished a; follows

2.2. 1 PRIVATE: Individual - household, companies or
government department areas having no access to a
public supply.
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2.2.2. PUBLIC: Department of Water Affairs - mainly
because of the responsible local authority having no
capacity

(b) Local authority (district council) statutory authority
having in terms of the local government Act No. 22 of 1991

for areas falling under the jurisdiction of a local authority it
is the duty of such local authority to take lawful measures
to effect adequate sanitation too. Various regulations and
bye laws exist to regulate the many types and forms of
sanitation

In the rural areas though, sanitation remains a matter of
private concern but of great importance to Publif health.
As in the unplanned settlements mainly within or close to
towns sanitation in terms of sanitary faced waste disposal
by far remains unsatisfactory requiring infusion of new
approaches and initiatives to influence the status quo.

2.2. EXPERIENCES IN THE HEALTH SECTOR
~. 2.2.1 ENACTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS

Some of the major concerns inthe public health have
evolved around environmental hygiene and sanitation
prompting enactment of various public health laws. The
magna carta in this regard, is the Public Health Act It
provides for a number of environment health
issues,prominent and relevant to this subject being:

• Protection of source of water supply and ensuring its
safety and availability for the sustainance of health

• Regulations governing provision of drainage and latrines
to occupied premises wether private or public.

2.2.2. PREVENTIVEANDHEALTHPROMOTION

Provision of preventive and promotive health services is
by statute of the functions of a district council. As stated
earlier, a good number of them have had no capacity to
carry out their functions adequately. Accordingly the
ministry of health has and continues to be directly
involved in a number of health promoting activities.

These have included:

• Promotional activities demonstrating protection of wells
and construction of improved sanitary facilities

• Water quality monitoring
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• giving appropriate health talks to make people

make informed decisions on issues relating to their health

2.2.3 CONSENSUSBUILDING

To foster the spirit of partnership on health developmental
issues, community involvement is a requirement when
developing all community based programmes

3 . WASHE - INTEGRATING HEALTH

3.1 WASHEWater Sanitation Health/ Hygiene Education

The concept appears to be founc led on the understanding
that individuals will make an infoi med decision giving the
knowledge and skills This ties UI) with the partnership
concept espoused in the health reforms

Given people knowledge about the virtues of safe water
and proper sanitation, assist/work with them to attain
these and they will not only cheri ;h the services but will
also contribute to their design, operation and maintenance.

Accessibility to ‘pot~blewater anc proper sanitation 1
remains poor to the majority of th3 rural communities and
conventional approaches do not assure quickened action.
reaching the unreached remains 3 big challenge’ but the
question still remains, how can it be done? There may not
be one answer, but one thing se�mscertain, working with
the communities to improve their own lot.

The concept of WASHE complenr ents the spirit of the
Health Reforms in the sense that it aims at exposing
people to knowledge and skills th~ycan use to improve
their health status, it is educational, motivational and
instructive in nature and characte~and applied
methodically, has potential to sigi~ificantlycontribute to
the creation of supportive environiients for health. WAS
HE must inte9rate health to attain its GOALS.

REFERENCES:

• Health Service vices Act. No. 22 of 1995

• Local Government Act No. 22 cf 1991

• National Health Policies and Stiategies (Health Reforms)
1991 -~

• National Water Policy, Novemb sr, 1994

• Public Health Act, Cap 535 of the laws of Zambia.
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DEBATE gERIE~: 6
TITLE : The Role of GIS in Commercial and Community
Based Water Supplies

DATE : 17th May 1996

TIME : 10:30 to 12:00 hrs

VENUE: Room2

INTRODUCTION

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) may be defined as
a system of hardware, software and (I procedures
designed to support the capture, management,
manipulatio~i,analysis, modeling and display of spatially
referenced data for solving complex planning and
ijianagement problems.

Information management in any organisation and at what
ever level is vital in helping make decisions especially
when it cpmes to corporate decision making. The current
situation in the water industry is of liberalisation in water
souring, transport and water supply is bringing new
investment in the water sector. As such a lot of
infrastructure investment is needed in form of loans and
grants, which ultimately have to be paid back. Therefore,
recouping such heavy investment means good
management of the organisations involved in the water
industry. One ofthe vital inputs to such good
management is information (corporate or otherwise).
Currently information in different forms in many such
organisations exist but the usual problem is the inability to
use such information effectively because of the forms in
which the data exists. Databases and spreadsheet
software does not support the analysis of geographically
based information on water and sewer networks.
Computer Aided Design (CAD) software on the other
hand have superior graphics capabilities. Unlike the
Dbase and spreadsheet, information technology based on
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) combines the
power of Database and CAD software. Therefore
technical information regarding water and sewer networks
and administrative activities like customer support and
accounting can be easily accessed; analysis, querying
and display of results is all alone in one system.
Accessibility of management to such information is vital in
order to monitor, control and direct organisational effort
and resources to solving problems that can be avoided.

Abstract:

Management and operation
of water companies and
community based water
supplies rec.tuires accurate
information about infrast-
ructure Geographic Inform-
ation Systems (GIS) has
become an asset in daily
operations and manage-
ment decision making. This
paper gives an overview of
GIS establishment, esp-
ecially the institutional,
equipment and personnel
rectuirenlents. Also disc-
ussed are benefits arid
problems associated with
GIS.

V. Mbumwae
Pepartmerit of Surveying
School of Engineering
University of Zambia
F.o Sox 32379
Lusaka
email: Vmbumwae

c~,eng.unza.zni

Tel/Fax No:
Pepartmentof Surveying,
School of Engineering
UNZA, i~.o~ox 323779,

Lusaka
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Information relevant in any organisation for corporate
decision making is usually avails ble in different formats,
that is, as computer databases, ;preadsheets,
engineering design plans, water and sewerage maps and
more commonly as paper files in cabinets. This
information relates to employees activities, purchases,
financial records, maintenance schedules etc. From the
administrative point this informat on is easily assembled to
a larger extent to form what is cs lied Management
Information Systems (MIS). In mst cases the technical
information does not form part ci the MTS, as such many
corporate decisions rarely takes Lechnical information into
consideration as compared to acministrative information.
This is mainly because information technology is
developed in parallel, from the administrative and
technical point of view. The technical information
technology revolves around Corr puter Aided Design
software such as AutoCad while the administrative
information technology revolves around database and
spreadsheet software such as Dbase lV(and Microsoft
Excel respectively.

Organisational structures generally do not permit
information access to other depa-tments within the same
organisation, therefore, inhibiting vital data communication
link or rather it is generally difficult for one department to
access other departments’ information.

Unfortunately the two information technologies cited
above cannot exploit the power cf the other, that is,
traditional CAD sofiware does no: have the power to
perform query functions available in Dbase systems while
Dbase systems cannot perform CAD oriented functions.

The current information technolo~pyhas advanced to such
levels that a new tool in information processing exists that
combines CAD and Dbase functionalities. Such
technology has resulted in Geographic Information
System which by the definition gi’ yen above is a computer
based system that captures information, processes it,
manipulates it for analysis, display and reporting. The
information dealt with in most cases is geographic in
nature (e.g. where is the location of borehole #1, where
does customer X live). Modeling of scenarios such as
where, what, when etc. are easiI~answered in a GIS.
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GIS OVERVIEW

GIS is designed for the collection, storage and analysis of
objects and phenomena where geographic location is an
important characteristic or critical to the analysis.

The major elements of GIS processing are:

• Data Collection

• Data Input

• Data Retrieval and Analysis

• Decision Making

• Action

The figure below shows the major steps involved in GIS
information processing.

The P1annin~Proc~5~Ceogr~p~làCIr,Iorm~t~onpqocessi~rbeg~~nde,~swith tbc re~i.~çetd

Fair Report

OATh COLIEC,

REAL WORLD

DATA

•0

0
1~

0

DATA

ANALYSIS
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WHYUSE019

From the foregoing it is clear that both graphic data
(water/sewer network drawings, maps etc.) and non
graphic data (text data such attributes of a pipe segment
pipe material, size, length, con~tructionyear, no. of
repairs, last repair date) can be input into a GIS with
possibility of creating/updating ~ADdrawings as well as
Dbase files containing the attrit ute data Therefore a lot of
gain in data communication and access is enhanced from
one computer terminal. This augers well in that operations
of water/sewer is done from mc re than one location thus a
Local Area Network LAN) can ~upport such kind of data
access. Just like in Dbase/Spreadsheet computers
computer access for creation/updating of databases can
be restricted, that is, access rig its can be defined by the
system manager

Usually the technical department is responsible only for
creation, management and upd 3ting technical data while
any other department can just s ccess the data but cannot
change the integrity ofthe data. Vice versa, customer
billing data collection and input s left to another
department.

The figure below shows the typical structure of a GIS in
terms offunctionality.

Miomated mappb1g/fOc11Itl6~m~lQg�rflet~ar~ GISc~ip~b~IiIie~
h~focmt~1~Qnassetstot key planninj. operational,an~

managemeatIw~at~
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019 IN WATER& SANITATION INDUSTRY

GIS technology though new is an extension ofthe
information technology already existing in most
organisations. GIS in the water and sanitation industry
gives a boast to corporate management and day to day
operations management. The data manipulation
functionalities of GIS such as search, overlay, network
analysis etc. can be effectively exploited in large
commercial water and sewerage companies as well as in
community based (rural) water supply.

COMMERCIAL WATER & SEWERAGE SERVICES:

The commercialisation of the water sector needs
concerted effort is meeting customer demands as well as
maximising profit on the investrpent. Areas that are very
critical are customer services and billing and field
maintenance operations. Knowing the location of the
customer or water valve or sewer manhole etc. is
important in the daily operation water/sewer services.
Equally important is the information (attributes) relating to
the customer, water valve or sewer manhole. Because
GIS combines the advantages df CAD and Databases the
information showing the water and sewer network can be
displayed on the computer graphics screen while the
attribute information about say a valve is accessed by
simply “clicking” with a pointing device on a symbol
representing a valve on the computer screen. The same
goes for customer information. The information of interest
regarding a customer is automatically retrieved from the
customer database and is displayed on the screen.
Typical information retrieval is shown in the diagram
below:
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RURAL WATER SUPPLY& SANIThTION:

Community based and rural water supply is accomplished
using non piped water systems s uch as hand pumps and
water wells. Management of suc ~ifacilities entails a larger
area coverage compared to wat�rsupply in planned
urban centres in towns and cities. The installation of water
supply in rural areas is normally )oint based, that is, using
facilities such as water wells or borehole hand pumps.

The distribution of such installations is usually influenced
by the population distribution, location of community
facilities such as schools, clinics etc. The type of
information that is critical to the cperation and
management of such facilities is say the borehole type,
size, yield, inspection date etc. As in the example above
for use of GIS in a commercial environment such
information can be accessed at the click on a button;

Computergraphicsscreen
o(boreholelocation

Sanitation issues in community based water supply is
closely related to the population dynamics. GIS
functionalities include overlay of c ifferent facilities like
combining location of clinics, watEr points and population
distribution in order to analyse for example the distribution
of water borne disease with respect to distribution of water
sources in order to determine possible contaminated
water wells which may need remedial measures such as
chlorination or routine cleaning. S ich kind of analysis can
be done in view of preventive aws reness campaign to a
targeted group based on results of analysis of the
distribution pattern which is continuously monitored from
the clinical records.

ANALYSIS CAPABILITIES OF019

The following is an example 6f the analysis that can be
used operations management on i regular basis. Using
the search, query, buffering and o /erlay capabilities one
can mode the following scenario;

borehoLeattribute
informatior~
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“Find and display on the screen all the customers residing
in water zone AAA and have not paid there water bills
since 12/02/96 and their accumulated unsettled bill is over
one hundred thousand kwacha (KI00,000.00) and their
water meters are in perfect working condition”.

This is example shows the abilities of GIS combine
graphics data (water zones, residential areas) and text
data (customer names, meter condition, amount due). The
above mode can be translated to the query below;

Water zone = AAA& Lpaymt NOT=12/04/96 & Mstatus =

OK & Pay_due >100,000

IMPLEMENTING GIG IN AN ORGANISATION
GIS like any other information technology has to be
appreciated in an organisation, therefore, it competes with
dther organisational projects for limited resources.
Introducing GIS is not ease especially if the groundwork is
not there. The introduction of the technology has to be
looked at from the following perspective;

• institutional preparedness

• management support

• personnel

• equipment

institutional preparedness
GIS encompasses data from different departments within
an organisation therefore the introduction ofthe
technology should be made with the whole organisational
activities in mind. The technology may involve fiusing
certain functions of some departments thus those losing
the responsibility may not welcome the change as it may
result in job insecurity. A general awareness should be
made to all interested parties because working patterns
may be changed by the introduction of GIS.

Management
Management has a bigger part to play in the introduction
of the technology both from the financial and from the
administrative and technical point of view. If management
sanctions the implementation, the employees will have a
fair support unlike if management does not seem to
support the idea administratively despite the financial
commitment.
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Personnel
Investment in dedicated personrel to run the technology
has to be done Where possible retraining of existing
personnel in department affected by the technology
should be looked into in order to cut costs in new staff
recruitment as at the GTS opera or (data collection/input)
level

Equipment
The equipment necessary for rur~ninga successful GIS
may be available in house or a n~wprocurement is
needed altogether The right cho ce of equipment is as
important as the personnel that i~going to run the system,
this is mainly due to the fact that certain GIS software
chosen by the organisation may lot perform well on
certain equipment thus full exploitation is limited which
may result in certain shortcomings These shortcomings
may affect the general performar ce/efficiency of the
organisation which has abandoned the old working
environment for the new only to g o back to the old way
because the system cannot satis y the organisational
objectives.

CONCLUSION

Information technology in organisations exist in form of
computerised records at some le~’elHowever, there is
lack of utilisation of both administ~ativeand technical
information The link between administrative and technical
information is so vital for manage iient decision making
and operations management

In the water and sanitation sector the link between
administrative information held say for customer billing
using spreadsheet/database sothi /are and technical
information for design purposes and distribution network
management using CAD software should be harmonised
to maxim ise resource utilisation if rough GIS
functionalities which offer the pos~ibiIityof integrating
graphic and non graphic data. GI~technology is now
available for desktop computing s .~chthat even senior
managers can use it just like any ‘void processors.

Commercialisation of the water ar d sanitation sector
needs heavy cash injection but thi~attraction of private
cash means that management of nfrastructure is vital For
infrastructure and operations man 3gement GIS can
provide enhanced productivity. CLstomer billing is also
essential in this commercial approach. Customer support
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services through responding to faults is easily enhanced
by GTS which has capability for work order management
(maintenance work scheduling).

While the role of GIS is highly appreciated the elements
outlined above when introducing GIS should be evaluated
against a user needs assessment of the organisation If
well planned and implemented GIS can prove to be a vital
tool that an organisation can depend on
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